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FOREWORD
The Electric and Hybrid Vehicle (EHV) Program was established
in DOE in response to the Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Research,
Development, and Demonstzation Act of 1976. Responsibilit_ for the
EHV Program resides in the Office of Electric and Hybrid Vehicle
Systems of DOE. The Nf:ar-Term Hybrid Vehicle (NTHV) Program is an
element of the EHV Program. DOE has assigned procurement and man-
agement responsibility for the Near-Term Hybrid Vehicle Program to
the California Institute of Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL).
The overall objective of the DOE EHV Program is to promote the
development of electric and hybrid vehicle technologies and to demon-
strate the validity of these systems as transportation options which
are less dependent on petroleum resources.
As part of the NTHV Program, General Electric and its subcon-
tractors have completed studies leading to the Preliminary Design
of a hybrid passenger vehicle which is projected to have the maxi-
mum potential for reducing petroleum consumption in the near term
(commencing in 1985). This work has been done under JPL Contract
955190, Modification 3, Phase I of the Near-Term Hybrid Vehicle
Program.
This volume is part of Deliverable Item 7, Final Report, of
the Phase I studies. In accordance with Data Requirement Descrip-
tion V, the following documents are submitted as appendices to the
Final Report.
APPENDIX A is the Mission Analysis and Performance Specifica-
tion Studies Report that constitutes Deliverable Item 1 and reports
on the w_rk of Task i.
APPENDIX B is a three-volume set that constitutes Deliverable
Item 2 and reports on the work of Task 2. The three volumes are:
• Volume I -- Design Trade-Off Studies Report
• Volume II -- Supplement to Design Trade-Off
Studies Report, Volume I
• Volume III -- Computer Program Listings
APPENDIX C is the Prel]minar_ Design Data Pgckgge that consti-
tutes Deliverable Item 3 and reports on the work of Task 3.
APPENDIX D is the Sensitivit Z Analysis Report that constitutes
Del!vPrable Item 8 and reports on Task 4.
The three classifications - Appendix, Deliverable Item, and
Task number - may be used int_rchangeably in these documpnts. The
interrelationship is tabulated below:
4,, '4
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Deliverable
A_ Item Task Title
A I I Mission Analyr. is and Performance
Specification Studies Report
B 2 2 Vol. I -. Design Trade-Off Studies
Report
Vol. II - Supplement to Design
Trade-Off Stuc:ies Report
Vol. IiI- Computer Program
Listings
C 3 3 Preliminary Design Data Package
D 8 4 Sensitivity Anolysis Report
This is Appendix A, Mission Analysis and Performance Specifi-
cation Studies Report, which reports on Task 1 and is Deliverable
Item i. It presents the study methodology, vehicle characteriza-
tions, mission description, characterization, and impact on poten-
tial sales, rationale for selection of the ICE Reference Vehicle,
primary results of the study, and conclusions and recommendations.
iv
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 INTRODUCTION
Thls is Appendix A, Mission Analysi,; and Performance Speci-
fication Studies Report (Dol_.vo[-ablo ltt, m 1) of the Phast_ I _ina]
Report (Duliverabl¢ • Item 7). This Appendix A ropo_ts on Task i
of the Near-Term ltybrid V_,hicle Program and is part of Deliverabl(:
Item 7, Final Re_l_ _, which is the sum,lary report of a series which
documents t_e results of Phase I of the Near-Term IIybrid Vehicle
mrogram. Phase I o[ the progr,lm was a study leading to the prelim-
inary design of a five-passenger hybrid vehicle utilizing two energy
sources (electt'icity and gasoline/diesel fuel) to minimize petroleum
usage on a fleet basis.
The Near-Term IIybrid Vehicle Program is sponsored by the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) and the California Institute of Technology,
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (dPl.j. Responsibility for this program at
DOE resides in the Office of Electri _. and Hybrid Vehicle Systems.
Work on the Phase I portion of the Program was done by General Elec-
tric Company Corporate Research and Development and its subcontrac-
tors under JPL Contract 955190.
This report presents tile study methodology; tile vehicle char-
acterizations; the mission description, characterization, and impact
on potential sales; the rationale for the selection of the Refer-
ence Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) Vehicle, the primary results;
and conclusions and recommendations of the mission analysis and
performance specification report.
1.2 OBJECTIVES OF MISSION ANALYSIS AND PERFORMANCE
SPECIFICATION STUDIES (TASK 1)
The major objectives of Task 1 - Mission Analysis and Perfor-
mance Specification Studies are to:
• Perform an analysis of missions appropriate For a hybrid
vehicle which meets or exceeds specified mil,imum con._traints
and performance re_lu[rements,
• Identify vehicle characteristics assocl_ted with these
missions,
• Identify the mission or sets of missions which ilaximize the
potential for reduction of petroleum consumption by a single
hybrid design, and to
• Conduct performance specieication studies directed at
defining the performance requirements the vehicle .,:hould
meet to safely and efficiently perform the mission or mis-
sions identified il, the mission analysis.
00000001-TSA13
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The Task 1 report eon[,ists of the following major sections:
• Study Methodology
• Vehicle characterizations
• Mission Description and Characteri. zation
u P_,itJona!e for the Selection of tile Reference IC?;
Veh} cle
• Primary Results of Mission AnalyFis and Pe[formance
Specifications Study
• Conclusions and Re_commendations for Contir, uing Work
on Mission Analysis
I-2
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1.3 SUMMARY
The results of the mission analysi_ and performance studies
are briefly summarized in this _ubsectton. A complete description
of the approach to the studies and the results and conclusions are
presented in later sections.
1.3.1 VEHICLE CHARACTERIZATIONS
For purposes of this analysis, four passenger car size classes
were defined:
Class Passenger Capacity
Small 2 front plus 2 rear with reduced comfort
Compact 4
Mid 5
Full 6
Vehicle performance wgs specified in terms of:
• Top Speed
• Acceleration
• Gradability
• Passing Capability
Conventional Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) passenger cars were
characterized by size class for the years 1978 and were projected
for 1985. Thes_ data were used to estimate the required and ac-
ceptable performance for the hybrid/electric car and also served
as criteria for selecting the Reference ICE Vehicle.
1.3.2 SUMMARY OF MISSION DESCRIPTION AND CHARACTERIZATION
Personal transportation needs vary markedly from locality to
locality and from region to region in the United States. This
study has examined the differences in regional characteristics as
they relate to hybrid/electric vehicle use and m_rketability. Two
distinct types of areas are defined in terms of inside and outside
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSAs). Urban areas are
taken to be inside SMSAs. Small cities towns rural communities
are taken to be outside SMSAs. b_sed on 1970 population data,
about 60% of the US population lives inside SMSAs. Data on house-
hold ownership of vehicles in ]974 indicates that about 70% of
passenger cars are owned by people livinq inside or on the fringe
of SMSAs. A sales mix for 1977 for _nside SMSAs and outside SMSAs
was d_veloped from new car sales data and was assumed to apply to
1985 even though the actual size of cars in each size class will
be decreasing during the 1977 to 1985 time period. Four mission
sets were specified and analyzed for each of the two distinct
regions.
00000001-TSB01
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Mission Sets
Personal business travel only
Persona] business plus trips to work
All-purpose (except trips of I00 or more
miles per day)
All purposes
In ord3r to characterize the mission sets, throe main factors
are req,lired:
• Annual mileage
• Daily travel requirements
• Driving cycles
These are discussed in Section 4.3. The annual mileage and trip
length data is used as inputs to a Monte Carlo trip simulation com-
puter program to calcu!ate annual driving statistics. The results
of the Monte Carlo computer program calzulations were analyzed to
determine the effect of hybrid/electric vehicle range solely on
the battery, on the fraction of days and vehicle miles for which
the vehicle can be operated primarily on stored electrical energy.
Typical correlations for personal travel plus trips to work inside
an SMSA area are shown in Figures i-i and 1-2. A summary of the
travel statistics and hybrid/electric range implications is given
in Table i-I.
Three driving cycles were considered:
• EPA urban, Federal Urban Driving Cycle (FUDC)
• EPA highway, Federal llighway Driving Cycle (FIIDC)
OO
• SAE J_.7a Schedules B,C,D
it was concluded that the EPA urban and highway cycles could be
adapted for use in the hybrid/electric vehicle design. The SAE
J227 cycles were defined as a means of comparing all-electric ve-
hicles of differing design and capability and do not represent
actual driving conditions even in congested urban areas.
]. 3. _ SUMMARY OF RATIONALE FOR THE SELECTION OF THE ICE
REFERENCE vEI!ICLE
Selection of a conventional internal combustion engine (ICE)
passenger vehicle is needed for comparison with the hybrid electric
vehicle. A contract specification for the hybrid/electric is that
_ it must carry at least 5 adults. To maximize the potential fuel
saving, the hybrid/electric has been targeted to be in the mid-size
car class. The criteria for sulection of the ICE Reference Vehicle,
WeFt:
I-4
4
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Table I-i
DAILY AND ANNUAL TRAVEL DISTANCES INSID_ SMSAs
FOR VARIOUS MISSIONS
q
Annual Distance Daily Distance _mi)es)[
Mission (mAles) Percentile
50 75 _0
Personal business only
50th percentile 3,000 20 29 39
75th percentile 4,500 25 38 49
90th percentile 6,500 32 49 66
Personal business plus
work trips
50th percentile 6,_25 21 32 43
75th percentile 8,125 26 39 57
90th percentile 10,125 32 51 76
All-r_urpose (excluding
intercity travel)
50th percentile 6,400 34 52 69
75th percentile 9,200 52 74 9q
90th percentile 11,600 -I00 "I00 "I00
All-lu, rpo:_,, (including
intercity travel)
50th percentile 7,000 36 61 "I00
75th percentile 11,300 50 84 l'100
90th percentile 17,000 70 "I00 "I00 1
-j*l'crc_'ntile_; ,li_' lot vehicle mil/,s
, I •
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Mission Specifications
MI, Daily Travel -- see Tables 6-1 and 6-2
M2, Payload -- passenger and cargo loads not
assigned to specific type trips
M3, Trip Length, Frequency
and Purpose -- see Section 4.3
M4, Drivir._ Cycles -- EPA Urban (FUDC) and EPA lligh-
way (FHDC)
MS, Annual Vehicle Miles -- see FiGures 4-7 through 4-10
for annual mileage statistics
M6, Potential Number of
Hybrid/Electric Ve-
hicles in Use -- will be analyzed in later task
M7, ICE Reference Vehicle -- Chevrolet Malibu with V-6, 231
CID engine
MS, Reference ICE Vehicle
Annual Fuel Consump-
tion -- in 1985 all mid-size passenger
cars estimated to use 27% of
fuel used for pezsonal trans-
portation
-: :, _:.... :_.......' ,.:::.,::::.::,:-_: 00000001-TSB06
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Section 2
STUDY METHODOLOGY
A study methodology was devised which would provide the infor-
mation needed to define the hybrid/electric car which will be de-
signed in Task 2 and Task 3. In addition, the information developed
will serve as a guide in the selection of the ICE Reference Vehicle.
The study methodology consists of three major activities:
• Vehicle Characterizations
• Mission Description and Characterization
• Rationale for the Selection of the ICE Reference
Vehicle
The Work Flow Diagram for this study is shown in Figure 2-i.
2.1 METHODOLOGYFOR VEHICLE CHARACTERIZATIONS
In the present study, passenger cars are categorized by size
and passenger capacity. Four size classes are defined: small,
. compact, mid-size, and full-size. Vehicle weight for each size
class is estimated but is not used in defining the size class. Ve-
hicle performance specifications are examined in terms of the fol-
lowing:
• Top Speed
• Acceleration
• Gr_dability
• Low- and High-Speed Passing Capability
Performance (acceleration) required for safe operation was differen-
tiated from performance required for ready acceptance in the market-
place. Performance requirements for the 1985 cars were then estimated
based primarily on safe operation. Performance specifications for
the hybrid/electric vehicle were proposed and compared to the minimum
requirements specified in Exhibit 1 of the contract.
Projected characteristics of conventional ICE passenger cars
were collected and examined. The characteristics of particular in-
terest were:
• Exterior Dimensions
• Curb Weight
• Fuel Economy
• Exhaust Emission Standards
2'-i
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Data were correlated for both 1978 model cars and cars projected
for 1985. The EPA urban and highway driving cycles were assumed
to be representative of urban and highway driving in 1985 and
were used to determine vehicle composite fuel economy for the
conventional cars. The 1977 sales mix of four size classes was
used as the basis for the 1985 sales mix in order to target the
size class for the hybrid/electric vehicle.
2-3
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2.2 METHODOLOGYFOR MISSION DESCRIPTIONAND CHAnACTERIZATION
In orde_ to assess the effect_ of mission analysis on hybrid/
electric vehicle design and marketability, local and regional car
use was studied. Two regions were considered:
• Inside Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSAs)
• Outside Stondard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSAs)
Data sources used include (I) national census surveys, (2) national
transportation use-pattern surveys, and (3) car registration sta-
tistics. It was assumed that the sales mix by size class would be
about the same during the next decade even though the actual size
of the cars will be smaller in the future than at present.
The use pattern of the automobile varies over a wide range in
terms of trip length, trip frequency, and trip purpose. Four gen-
eral categories of trip purpose are often defined:
• Earning a Living (Work Travel)
• Family Business
• Civic, Educational, or Religious
• Social or Recreational
The last three trip purposes were consolidated and called Personal
Business. Use patterns of automobiles were characterized in terms
of regular travel (e.g., work travel) and random travel (e.g.,
personal business). Mission sets were then described in terms of
both random and non-random trips. A total of eight mission sets
were specified and analyzed (four each for travel inside SMSAs and
outside SMSAs).
Characterization of automobile travel requires the following
main factors:
• Annual Mileage (statistical distributions)
• Daily Travel (statistical distribution of trip
length and number)
• Driving Mode
Since data pertinent to some of these factors are very limited,
considerable judgement had to be used in developing inputs for the
travel analysis. In the absence of data, for example, an estimate
had to be made for annual mileage versus percent automobiles.
Daily travel patterns were determined when at all possible through
use of the Nationwide Personal Transportation Study. A computer
program was written to simulate daily travel by using a Poisson
distribution and a Monte Carlo simulation. The Poisson distribu-
tion determines both the number of days per year in which a speci-
fied number of trips are taken as well as the total number of trips
2-4
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per year. The Polsson distributiQn requires as input data the av-
(.;rage number of trips per day and the average trip length. The
Monte Carlo simulation uses a random number generator to predict
trip length and requires the use of distribution functions for per-
cent trips and percent vehicle miles in terms of the trip length.
The results of the Monte Carlo _rip simulation are used to determine
th_ fraction of days and vehicle miles for which a hybrid/electric
vehicle having a specified "electric" range can be operated primarily
on the battery. Such correlations are developed for each of the
mission sets.
Driving mode is usually a_scriUed by a driving cycle or com-
h_%tiuns of driving cycles. The EPA urban (FUDC) and the EPA
highway (FHDC) driving cycles were exaniAned as the means to r_pre-
sent urban and highway travel. The two parts (transient and sta-
bilized) of the FUDC are used individually and in combination to
describe city and suburban trips, azd the FHDC is used to describe
intercity travel which is considered as trips of over i00 miles.
2.3 METHODOLOGY USED IN THE SELECTION OF THE ICE REFERENCE
VEHICLE
In order to properly assess the hybrid/electric car it is
necessary to identify a conventional internal combustion engine
(ICE) passenger car having the same passenger carrying capacity
and performance. The criteria for selection of the ICE Reference
Vehicle were:
• Passenger Capacity
• Sales Volume
• Acceleration Performance
Selection of the ICE Reference Vehicle was directed to mid-size
cars because hybrid/e!ectr_c cars of that size class were judged
to have the greatest potential for reducing gasoline consumption.
InteriOr dimensional criteria noted by Consumers Union (April 1978)
were used to identify se_,eral 1978/1979 model mid-size cars which
would be acceptable as ICE Reference Vehicles. Fuel economy and
acceleration characteristics were used for further narrowing of
the list of potential ICE Reference Vehicles. The final selection
of the ICE Reference Vehicle was based on the availability of de-
tailed information on the ICE vehicle which was selected.
2.4 PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
The results of the study are presented as:
• Vehicle Performance Specifications
• Mission ._escription and D_ily Travel
• Mission SpecJ fications
• ICE Reference Vehicle and Its Characteristics
2-5
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Section 3
VEHICLE CHARACTERIZATIONS
In this section, vehicle pas._engeF carrfing capacity, accc, l-
oration performance, safe operation, _.,,d market acceptability are
considered as hhey relate to [985 cars. Based on those considera-
tions, hybrid electric w_hicle specif.icatiors are proposed for us,,
in tl,is program. Conventional ICE passenqe_- car size, weight, fuel.
economy, and sales mix are summarized and used to target the size
c!¢.ss for the hybrid/electric vehicle to be designed in Tasks 2 and
3.
3.1 PASSENGER CAR SIZE CLASSES
Passenger cars will be categorized in this report in terms of
four classes: small, compact, mid, and full. The primary distin-
guishing factor foL each class is the interior size of the vehicle,
and thus its capacity for carryzng a specified number of adult pas-
sengers in comfort over a reasonable distance. In these terms, the
four size classes are defined as follows:
Class Passenger Capacity
,qmall 2 front plus 2 rear with reduced comfort
Compact 4
N_ d 5
Full 6
The US auto industry is currently engaged in an extensive program
of passenger car downsi,,.ing, which, in essence means reducing the
exterior dimensions and the weight of the vehicle while maintaining
a specified passenger carrying capacity. Thus, within a passenger
car class, the size ot the vehicle is being reduced, but not its
passenger carrying capacity. The weight and exterior dimensions
of selected car models, which are typical of downsized designs, are
given in Table 3-1, grouped by si:'e class. The data shown in the
table will be used in Section 3.3 to project the size and weight
characteristics of conventional ICE passenger cars marketed from
1980 to 1985. The electric/hybrid vehicles in each size class would
by definition have the same passenger carrying capacity as conven-
tional ICE vehicles in th,lt class, but not the same weight o_ nec_
essarily tile same exterior dimensions.
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3.2 PERFORMANCESPECIFICATIONS
By vehicle performance specifications are meant the following:
(i) top speed, (2) acceleration, (3) gradability, and (4) low- and
high-speed passing capability. Vehicle performance depends both
on the power-to-weight ratio of the vehicle and its gearing (i.e.,
axle ratio, transmission gear ratios, and shift logic). In deter-
mining the performance requirements, it seems advisable to differ-
entiate between the performance required (I) for safe operation of
the vehicle on streets, freeways, and highways as they are currently
structured _nd trafficked and (2) for ready acceptance of a new ve-
hicle design by potential buyers. Both of these aspects of setting
performance specifications will be considered in the subsequent
paragraphs.
Table 3-I
WEIGHTS AND EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS OF DOWNSIZED PASSENGER CARS
Vehicle Class: Small
VL,hlclc Dimensions
Year Curb Weight cm (in.)
Manuf. Model Introd.* k_ (Ib) ----__ W l;
V%' Rabbit 1976 843 7 (]860) 393.7 (]55) 160.0 (6_ 1_9." 55)
Chevrolet Chevette 1976 929 9 (2050) 4]].5 (]62} IS,.L (62' I_2 ] 52)
Honda Civic 1972 799 2 (1762) 38] .0 (150} ]49.9 (59) ] _2 ] 52}
Ford Fiesta 1978 805 1 (1775) 373.4 (147) ]_,_.5 (62) 1_2 ! 52)
Mazda GLC 1977 891 3 (1965) 391.2 (154) It0.0 (63) 137 2 54}
Toyota Corolla 932 ] (2055) _.19.1 (165_ ]_7.% "62) 139 ? 55_
Datsun B-210 916 3 (2020) 41].5 (162_ ]54.9 (6]) 1_7 2 54_
Volvo 66 1977 839 2 (:850) 39].2 (]541 IR4.9 (6]) I]7 2 54)
Vehicle Class: Camp_act
Audl Fox 9_2.5 (2100 442.0 174) I(',.] (bS) 137 2 54)
'_%' Dasher ]976 997.9 (2200 439.4 17_} ]f,0.n (_,_) 1_7 2 54!
Toyota Corona 1149.9 (25_5 439.4 17_ 1,,2., (64_ ] _ J %4)
Honda Accord 1977 915.4 (2018 414.0 ]6 _} ], J.,, (,4) ] _.' I _,2_
Rehault 12 997. (2200 442.0 ]741 I,,L.] (*,5% ]44 F rT:
Volvo 343 1977 997.0 (2]54 42].6 ],_,) ]f,_,.l (,,%) ] _,_ 7 r,_
Sahib 99 1179.4 (2600 444.5 1751 I(,7.*, (,,_! 14J ' :,*,1
Chrysler llorizon 1978 969.3 (2]_7 419.1 Ii,%1 If,7.f, ',_,_ ] _7 ? :_4_
V hicle Class. Mid-Size
Ford Fairmont 1978 1247.4 (2750) _92.8 (194) 177.H (71)) l _ .2 (54_
Chuvrolet Mallbu ]978 1406.2 (31_0) 490.2 (19_} I_2.9 _72_ ] _7.2 (_,41
Ford Granada 197 r- 147M.7 (3260) 502.q (19_ lM_.n (74) I _4._, (',3)
Dodge Aspen 1976 1474.2 (3250) 5,_0.4 (197} 18r,.4 (7_,_ ] _'_._ (55)
Aud_ 5000 1978 123b.0 (27251 482.b (190) 177.H '7_)) I _;.F (54
x'olvo 254 1437.9 (31701 490.2 (1_]) l_n.2 ¢, 7) 14J./ (%1,
Mere. B'. 230 ]451.5 (3200) 485.1 (]_1) ,77._, ;nl I_2..' (',_,
Vehlclt, C ] a!5!-;: l"tlI]-5?i ;'_'
Chrlslcr l,uBaron 1_77 1t_33.0 (_600) 521.? _2(I_ |_,.,I 7_) l _,.7 (_,:
F,*r,] LTD 1¢)79 16_7.9 (9(,]]) _,_0.9 td_t_! !',_.1 ?_ ] -*. ? Ir
r_id:3P_obll( 'I'_)rtmad_) 1'%79 ]74{ .4 (_B%0) :,2 :,.) _ ,m.; _ ' " "2! I "'*. " f',_._
• 'Fh,' v,_,ll ¢_f ]llI I',ldtlc! 16,I1 |fl II(,#l,(] l_ #hi • nhl_]l,] |_,l,_l,!;_,Tlt_,,! ,I !;],?,;I _ ,'.oil _ !!* %'." !,":!'_ *, )
?h'' IT_III%II¢tC%_I.]-Y_'r t,l+hl,t thai, m ,,v,,lu_ l!'I1 1|''"1 1'I''%']_'11!; ] ";!'l!l!_.
From l<efercnce 4.
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¢Oll>gtdoL I il.qt l!it' I_t'il;t_ln',,lllCt' rC, tluirt,d tot rt, dtly acct, lJtdlloo
o! .I IloW vohicll _ t|t'_qi_tll Ill tilt' Ilhll'kt)tl)l,lt'o. A.q illtlit',ltt'tl ill |"ii|-
llll _ I-l, ! holt' i.'4 l ittlL' dOllllt t'tlllct'l'|lilll I till' .Ict2Olt'l-,Iti(lll ltt'l lillnl-
,IIICI' lll't'l_'llt,d by lilt' Ill,ll_ll'i(_ ill c,II l)Uyt'l'S ,it tilt' I,l't2.qOllt [illlt'.
in 1tl77, cai._ hdvin,I d 0-t,0 tuph ,lcct'lt'l,ltion Cdl,,d_lilit Y ol _llC.,ilt, r
thdll it, :;!'COlitis l't'lll't_Sell|t'd !lilly It,'[. ol (;Ollt, ral Motor's s,tle.g ,llld
tho:;e h,lvIIltl ,i 0-t,0 ml,h ,iccol(,r,itl,,n C,il_ability t_t lt':;.q th,ln 11
'_iOCOlldS l'Opl't':;tHItt'd dboul bS';. Ol .'4,11 O8. Wilt'tilt'l" th i s ,Icet'lOl°dt i oil
cap,lbility is lit'!'!It'd tOl" .q,llt' oI,t'l',lL iOll of i.q }:"z'lt'l'l't'd fol pUl't'ly
,,motion,ll tedsons will bt, considered l,ltt,r. Accordin,! to Table _-2,
taken from I{t,l. (l), it is likely that cor, vention,il I,.'E cars m,lrkott,d
in lq8q by tht, t':; auto intlustry will exhibit si_tnificant ly lower ac-
ct'lt.'l',ltit_ll },t'l'lolnldlh't.' Ill,Ill tht).qt' lll,lrkt't_,d ill 1978. This lowt'rintl
ol pt'l'fOlllldllCC would, ol ct)ul'.'gt', OCCLII" ql'dd!ldliy OVCl" tlIO llt,Xt 5
year.-'. ,lnd would rt,sult ill ,1 ]OWt'l'ilhl Of tilt" t:xi_cctations of car buy-
ers reqardin,1 c,ir I,t, rloimdncc. Ill, net,, it su, t:nl:¢ quito likely that
t.|lt' ,lt't:t'Jt2r,ltit_ll t_t'rlornl, inct' l'Otltlilt'd <_1 ,1 ll,'w dositlll ill 1985 will
be si,jnil lcdntly los:; th,ln th,lt t'xt,t'ctt'd in 1978. Allothof f<|elof
to considt, r is that tilt, :;f,t,t,tt l imi! is Ctll'l'Olltly 55 PlI,h alld travt'l
at st,cod:; in t, xct, ss c..t I,',-70 ml,h is lik,'ly to result in a traffic
t_'it.)ti.u, cvt'n with till, cttrlont rdtht, l- |,ix t'lilorccnlt'llt of tho 5% mf,h
speed limit. _x,t,r ,1 t_t, liOd ol 5'Odl.q t. llt' rt, dtlcod spt,ed limit lUdy
d lso tOlh| it:, IOWOF COII.qlIIIIOI ill( Olost = II h iqh pl.'l'lOl'llldllCC t23"S dS
there wil 1 be lcss nt,t,d fill hi,lhv',lx' p,l.usinq c,ll_dbil ity much in t,x-
C_.'SS Ot 1_0 tO t_:, llll_h, lit'lift', I It_lll ,1 COll+qtllllt'l" ,ICCOptdllCt" pot lit-o! -
','it, w, it scorns I tkt,ly thdt by ltlSq, ,l 0-b0 !utah ,lccol,_,ration oaf,a-
bility ol 1'.% st,t-emit.,; will bt, c<_n.<;i_h,r_,tt ,lttrdctix'e ,in-| ,i O-t,O ml,h
,ICCOlt'ldt iOll III 20 .qt'COlh|.q ,tcct'l'tdblo.
i
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Table 3-2
ACCELERATION CHARACTERISTICS (I)
0-60 mph (0-96.5 km/h)
(Automatic Transmission)
1977 1985
Size Class (Seconds) (Seconds)
Small (Sub Compact) II- 24 17 - 21
Compact 12- 19 17 - 18
Mid-Size Ii- 20 18- 19
Large (Full-Size) 10- 20 15- 18
Next, consider the vehicle performance capability required
for safe operation on urban streets/freeways and intercity high-
I ways. In order to be operated safely, a car must be able to (i)keep up with traffic on level roads and grades, (2) merge with
i flowing traffic on entering freeways and expressways, and (3) pass
I slower moving traffic at speeds to the speed limit. Since the
up
_ highway system in the mid-1980s will be essentially the same as
that of today, the vehicles marketed in 1985 must be capable of
safe opelation on the roads as presently constl'ucted. Today's high-
ways were designed following the policies set fort]] in Refer'once 2
concerning maximum grades, expressway merging lane lengths, and
required passing distances (Table 3-3). It will be assumed that
the EPA urban and highway cycles will be representative of urban
and highway driving in 1985 and that, if a vehicle can follow those
cycles, it is capable of keeping up with traffic on level roads.
Based on the hig}_way design information given in Ta|)le 3-3, the
minimum performance requirements set forth in Table 3-4 arc sug-
gested. These requirements should permit safe operation of the
electric/hybrid vehicle in city/suburban and highway driving on
the highway system as presently constructed and marked (i.e., d_,s-
ignation of no-passing zones, etc.). For reasons of convenience,
Table 3-4 specifies vehicle performance in terms of acceleration
at a g'ven spe_d or distance in which a specified speed chancre is
to take place rather than the more familiar standing-start acceler-
ation times (e.g., 0-30 mph or 0.-60 mph in so-many seconds).
As noted above, the performance capability of conventional ICE
cars is often stated in turms -;f the 0-60 mph acceleration time.
In a sense, that acceleration time has acted as a proxy for thL,
mote meaningful performance capabilities listed in Table 3-4. It
is of interest to ascertain the maximum 0-60 m_,h accL'h,ration f im_'
for which all the performance rLquirements for safe ol,eration ol
th" _'uhicle in all types of driving arc met. This couhl thLul b_'
]-4
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Table 3-3
RELATION OF MAXIMUM GRADES TO DESIGN SPEED
MAIN HIGHWAYS
Design speed, mph
Type of Topography ]0 40 50 60 65 70 75 80
Flat b 5 4 J 3 3 3 3
Rolling 7 b 5 4 4 4 4 4
Mountainous 9 8 7 6 6 5 - -
ELEMENTS OF SAFE PASSING SIGHT DISTANCE-2-1_NE HIGHWAYS
p • . . .
Speed group, mph 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70
Average passing speed, mph 34.9 43.8 52.6 62.0
Initial maneuver:
a = average acceleration, mphps 1.40 1.43 1.47 1.50
tl = time, seconds 3.6 4.0 4.3 4.5
dl_ distance traveled, feet 145 215 290 370
Occupation of left lane:
t2 = time, second_ 9.3 10.0 I0.7 II.3
d2= distance traveled, feet 475 640 825 1030
Clearance length:
d3= distance traveled, feet 100 180 250 300
--Opposing vehiclel '"
d4= distance traveled, feet 315 425 550 680
Total distance, dl+d2+d3+d4, feet 1035 1460 1915 2380
DHRIVATION OF LENGTHS FOR ACCELERATION LANES
L-l,enqth el Accelezation l,ane-Feet i
l{l,lhw,ly for Elltl-ance Curve Design ,qpeed, t4l'll ]1 i LI i jDesign Speed t'on- 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50Speed, Reached d i t i onMPII (Va),MPII " And Initial Speed (V_), HPH
[ 0 [ 14 I 18l 2_: [ :'6 I 301 36 401 44
3o _-_ I 19o I --I " --I --I --- l --! -- [ --] =-
40 -q l _o I 3_,oI =:,oi ::oi 14oi --[ --[ --I --
_o ..... N.,____.__L__ 7_o 1 7oo I _,._oi ._80 i 5o0 l Jsol J.t,o l --I --
(_o -4Z _ _II,_I._'o11_o7o11,oool ,)Io I 8001 590 1 4001 170
7o _'_ l I_4_0 l!_,)ooli,4ioLJ.__0 l _,_'_011,0_o[ s._o[5soi
Notl,: Where |el_(lths exct,¢-d |, lO0 feet, or de_iqn _l)euds exceed 70 mph, uniform
O0 : I t d|,('! _ ,ire rl,co_lel|dt, d.
|"l'Olll 1_0 t-t '1,011C(2 2. 1
1
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used to determine the minimum power-to-weight ratio to consider in
designing passenger cars. The power-to-weight ratios required at
the wheels for various vehicle driving maneuvers are shown in Fig-
ure 3-2. The values given in Figure 3-2 were calculated using a
variety of approximations including average rates of accelerations
and times based on average speeds (e.g., V = Vfina I + Vinitial/2).
Except for steady-state maneuvers such as driving on a grade, the
effective acceleration parameter (a/g)ef f was assigned to an in-
termediate speed between V and Vfina I based on available detailed
calculations or engineering judgement. Fortunately, it appears
that the critical conclusions can be extracted from Figure 3-2
without the need for precise calculations. It seems clear from
Figure 3-2 that the high-speed passing maneuver on a 2-1ane road
is the most demanding relative to power required. Gradability
and lower speed accelerations, including freeway merging, require
much less power at the wheels. The differences when translated
to engine (or powertrain) maximum power rating are smaller because
it is possible to attain a greater fraction of the peak engine
rated power at high vehicle speeds such as 50-60 mph than at ve-
hicle speeds near 30-35 mph (see the ICE limit power curve in the
upper left-hand corner of Figure 3-2). Note from Figure 3-2 that
the 0-60 mph acceleration time corresponding to the 2-1ane road
passing requirement is about 15 seconds. Without a detailed
study of 2-1ane road passing, it would seem difficult to justify
vehicle power-to-weight ratios much less than those resulting in
0-60 mph acceleration times of 15 or 16 seconds.
3-7
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The minimum JPL performance requirements (Exhibit 1 of RFP)
i and the hybrid vehicle design goals (Reference 3) are shown in
Table 3-5. Direct comparisons between the JPL performance specifi-
cations and those proposed in Table 3-4 can only be made for grad-
ability and the inferred 0-60 mph acceleration time. Unfortunately,i
the JPL acceleration time for minimum performance is given for a
0-56 mph acceleration rather than for the customary 0-60 mph accel-eration. Using available vehicle acceleration profile test data
(see Figure 3-3), a 0-56 mph acceleration time of 15 seconds wasfound to be equival_nt to a 0-60 mph acceleration time of 17 seconds
which is within the range (15-19 seconds) projected for 1985 by the
US auto industry for 5- and 6-passenger cars (Table 3-2). The power
requirement inferred _rom Figure 3-2 in the present analysis is only
slightly greater than uhat corresponding to a 0-60 mph acceleration
time of 17 seconds, and is also within the range projected by the
auto industry. The JPL acceleration goal of 0-60 mph in 14 seconds
would certainly be attractive to potential hybrid vehicle buyers,
but that much power does not seem to be needed for safe operation
and would likely exceed that available in conventional ICE cars in
1985. There does not appear to be significant differences between
the JPL minimum acceleration specification and those developed in
the present study so that the power-to-weight of the hybrid desian
will be such that the minimuu performance requirements set forth in
Table 3-4 will be met yielding an equivalent 0-60 mph acceleration
time of 15-16 seconds. It can be expected that the gradability of
the hybrid vehicle will be better than the JPL minimum requirement
(55 mph on a 3% grade) and probably also better than 55 mph on a
5% grade, at least for some distance, depending on the state-of-
charge of the battery. Maintaining a gradability of 55 mph on a
7% grade would certainly be desirable and would appear to be a
strong possibility.
3-B
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3.3 CHAhACTERIZATION OF CONVENTIONAL ICE PASSENGER CARS
BY SIZE CLASS
At various times during the electric/hybrid study program, it
will become necessary to obtain projected characteristics of the
conventional ICE passenger cars marketed in the mid-1980s in the
various size classes. The characteristics of particular interest
are exterior dimensions, curb weight, and fuel economy (urban and
highway). Projection of these characteristics for 1985 model pas-
senger cars is clearly subject to some uncertainty. Fortunately,
the uncertainty is considerably reduced by the necessity of the
auto industry to meet the legally mandated CAFE* of 27.5 mpg in
1985. In addition to the fleet fuel economy standard, the passen-
ger cars must also meet exhaust emission standards. The fuel econ-
omy and emission standards which must be met between 1978 and 1985
are summarized in Table 3-6.
Table 3-5
JPL - MINIMUM SPECIFICATIONS
Acceleration Time (Seconds)
0 - 31 mph (49.88 km/h) 6
0 - 56 mph (90.1 km/h) 15
25 - 56 mph (passing) 12
(40.23 - 90.1 km/h)
Grade (%) km/h (m_h)
3 90.1 (56)
8 49.88 (31)
15 25.74 (16)
JPL - GOAL SPECIFICATIONS
Acceleration Time (Seconds)
0 - 30 mph (48.27 km/h) 6
0 - 60 mph (96.54 km/h) 14
19 - 35 mph (passing) (30.57 - 56.32 km/h) 4
37 - 55 mph (passing) (59.53 - 88.50 km/h) 9
Grade (%) km/_mph)
5 88.50 (55)
7 48.27 (30)
20 19.31 (12)
_orporate Average Fuel Economy
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Table 3-5
MANDATORY FUEL ECONOMY AND EMISSIONS STANDARDS
Sales Weighted Average
Year mp_ (a)
1978 18
1979 19
1980 20
1981 22
1982 24
1983 26
1984 27
_ 1985 27.5
(a) Composite - 55% urban cycle, 45%
I highway cycle.
LIGHT-DUTY VEHICLE EMISSION STANDARDS
_ 49 - States (Fed.) California
Year _rams/mile _rams/mile
iI HC CO NO x HC CO NOx1973 (a) 3.2 39 3 3.2 39 3i
1975 (b) 1.5 15 3 0.9 9 2
1976 1.5 15 3 0.9 9 2
1977 1.5 15 2 0.4 9 1.5
1978 1.5 15 2 0.4 9 1.5
1979 1.5 15 2 0.4 9 1.5
1980 0.4 15 2 0.4 9 1.0
1981 0.4 7 i (c) 0.4 9 1.0
1982 0.4 3.4 1 0.4 9 (d) 0.4 (e)
1983 0.4 3.4 1 0.4 9 0.4
1984 0.4 3.4 1 0 4 9 0.4
1985 0.4 3.4 1 0.4 9 0.4
(a) 1972 :VS-C test procedures used for 1973-74.
(b) 1975 CVS-CH test procedure used for 1975
and beyond.
(c) Diesels and cars with other innovative fuel-
saving engines could qualify for a NO x standard
of 1.5 grams/mile (1977 amendments to the 1970
Clean Air Act).
(d) California is considering a CO standard of
7 grams/mile.
(e) California is considering an NOx standard of
1 gram/mile if vehicle can be certified for
I00,000 mi rather than 50,000 mi.
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JPL MIN ACCELERATIUN
REOUIAEMENT
/ OLDS DIESEL, V 8 350
/t. w AND FAIRMDNT, L4/i/"
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8305
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5 CAR MAGAZINES
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Figure 3-3. Acceleration Profiles
The approach used to obtain the passenger car characteriza-
tions given in this section is the same as that presented in Ref-
erence 4. In fact, some of the results given in Reference 4 will be
used essentially unchanged in the present study because the refer-
enced work is quite recent and little has happened in the interim
to influence projections. The projected exterior dimensions and
curb weights of downsized designs in the various size classes are
summarized in Table 3-7. In the case of the US auto industry,
1978/79 designs are the first in an expected series of downsized
designs in each class size. Significant additional size and weight
reductions can be expected in subsequent redesigns as the auto in-
dustry utilizes extensively front wheel drive and smaller, more
compact engines. This is especially true for mid- and full-size
cars. Further weight reductions will also occur in all size classes
with the use of lighter weight materials. Vehicle weights much less
than those projected for 1985 would require a drastic change in struc-
tural design, such as the use of fiberglass, graphite composite, or
foam-filled sandwich-type body construction. There is no reason
to believe this will happen within the mid-1980 time period, be-
cause of the very large retooling investment required.
The fuel economy of the downsized 1985 passenger cars has been
projected using 1978 EPA fuel economy results as the baseline. Fuel
economy (urban and highway) using 1978 engine technology is shown in
Figures 3-4 and 3-5 as a function of vehicle inertia weight for both
gasoline and diesel engines. Improvements in fuel economy between
1978 and 1985 can _esult from a number of technological developments
c,nd/or styling changes. A breakdown of projected improvements from
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Figure 3-4. Baseline Fuel Economy - 1978
Technology, Urban Cycle (4)
t
D
Figure 3-5. Basei%ne Fuel Economy - 1978
Technology, Highway Cycle (4)
various sources is given in Table 3-8. It has been assumed that
the improvements indicated can be achieved along with meeting the
1985 statutory emission standards of 0.4 gram/mile HC, 3.4 grams/
mile CO, and 1.0 gram/mile BO x . This w_11 doubtlessly require a
rPfined 3-way catalyst system with microprocessor logic and control.
The fuel economy for the 1985 vehicles is obtained by simply multi-
plying the baseline 1985 val_es by the fuel economy improvement
factors in the table. The resultant 1985 fuel economy projections
are shown in Figures 3-6, 3-7, and 3-8. The present results for
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Tab 1.o 3- 8
PROJECTED FUEL ECONOMY IMPROVEMENTS (1978 to 1985)
% _Imicro_yemen t _
Source _ City .....llighway _
Engine Development 10% 10%
Lower C D (0.5 to 0.38) 3% 7'5
Improved Lubricants 2% 2%
Transmission Developments 3% 5%
Total 18% 24%
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Figure 3-6. Projected 1985 Urban Fuel Economy
the composite fuel economy are compared with the guideline values
given by JPL (Assumptions and Guidelines, received 27 Sept. 1978)
in Figure 3-9. The JPL projections are, in general, lower than tho
present r<,sults. The differences are about 25% for 2000-1b cars
and 15';,for 3000 to 4000-Ib cars. Reference (5) indicates that on-
road fuel econonq, is somewhat lower than that measured by EPA.
Therefore, it seem,s a[_propriate to correct the fuel economy projec-
'' ( Btions (1 flutes 3-6 3-'7, and 3-8) based on the 1978 VPA values to
account fur this discrepancy. This has been done ustnq the formula
(FE)cor. = 0.71 (FE)EI'A based + 2.83 (i)
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Figure 3-7. Projected 1985 Highway FueJ Economy
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Figure 3-8. Projected 1985 Composite Fuel Economy
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Figure 3-9. Composite Fuel Economy Comparisons
given by JPL in Ref. (6). The corrected composite fuel economy pro-
jection for gasoline-_2o_ered cars is shown in Figure 3-9. Because
data to do otherwise are simply not available(5', the same correction
has been made for both urban and highway fuel economy.
Unless directed by JPL to do otherwise, General Electric (GE)
plans to use GE fuel economy projections during the hybrid vehic]e
study rather than those given in Ref. (6). This approach is pre-
ferred for a number of reasons. First, the differences between the
JPL and GE projections are not really significant in terms of their
effect on the conclusions to be drawn from the study. Second, the
basis for the GE projections is known in detail whereas the same
depth of information relative to the JPL projections was not readily
available. Third, the GE projections include separate results for
urban and highway driving and for diesel engines. Such information
was not supplied by JPL as part of their guidelines/assumptions. (6)
The fuel economy projections and sales mix information discussed
in Section 4 can be combined to determine the fraction of the fu_,l
used by the various size classes. Those resu]ts for ]985 are given
in Table 3-9. It was assumed that the sales m_x in 1985 (in te_ms
of size classes) will be the same as in 1977, and that all size
classes are driven the same average annual mileage. As would be
expected, Table 3-9 indicates that the larqer cars use about 64 '_ of
the fuel. T}_is simple calculation did not (]ifferentiate between
urban and highway mileage. Neverthe].?ss, it does indicate that the.
development of electric/hybrid 5- and f,-pussenger cars has a greatcF
potential for reducing national l,etrolcu1!l rc_iuirements than _;imilal
developments for small and comlJact size cdrs. This imi,ortant [,oint
will be discussed lattr.
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Table 3-9
FUEL USE BY SIZE CLASS IN 1985
Sales Mix Composite Fraction of
Size Class % lw, ib mpg Fuel Used
Small 23.9 1900 43.8 0.16
Compact 2 3.3 2300 34.5 0. 198
Mid-Size 24.3 2900 2_.0 0.274 i
Full-Size 27.6 3500 22.0 0. 367
0.999
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Section 4
MISSION DESCRIPTION, CHARACTERIZATION,
AND IMPACT ON POTENTIAL SALES
For the hybrid/electric passenger car to have a significant
impact on petroleum conservation, the hybrid/electric car must be
designed so that it will meet the transportation needs (i.e., mis-
sion requirements) of a significant fraction of potential new car
buyers in a convenient and economical manner. In this section of
the report, automobile use patterns within and outside metropolitan
areas are described statistically so as to target the hybrid/elec-
tric vehicle design characteristics to meet the expected uses.
From this analysis, various mission sets a-e defined and the asso-
ciated vehicle "electric" range requirement_ _or the mission sets
are determined.
4.1 REGIONAL I LOCAL USE CONSIDERATIONS
Personal transportation needs vary markedly throughout the
United States due to a number of factors including local traffic
congestion, the availability of public transportation, commuter
distances, shopping locations, etc. Differences in local/regional
life styles are reflected in the way people use their cars and,
as a result, in the sales mix of cars that are purchased. Hence,
in order to assess the effects of mission analysis on electric/
hybrid vehicle design and marketability, it is advisable to con-
sider local/regional characteristics in both regards. Much of
the previous work in this area centered primarily around national
averages -- for example, average trip length, average annual mile-
age, average fraction of mileage in urban driving, average sales
mix, etc.
The present study is structured to consider differences in
regional characteristics. A clear distinction will be made ac-
cording to whether a car user lives within or near a large met-
ropolitan area or in a small city/town or rural community. Con-
siderable data is available from which the differences of interest
can be assessed. The data sources include (i) national census
surveys, (2) national transportation use-pattern surveys, and
(3) state highway and car registration statistics. As discussed
in the following sections, significant differences relative to
the design and use of electric/hybrid vehicles are readily appar-
ent.
[
Population data for ]970 (7) for urban and rural areas are
given in Table 4-i. Those data indicate that about 60% of the
i US population lives in urban areas (central cities and suburbs)
and about 40% lives in small cities/towns and rural communities.
Table 4-2 indicates that about the same 60/40 split applies to
urban Standdrd Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSAs) and to
other aro.ls. Therefore, when no other data is available, infor-
mation pertint,nt to those living inside SMSAs is assumed appro-
priate to [Irbatl areas and information pertinent to those living
4-1
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Table 4-1
POPULATION DISTRIBUTION, 1970 (7)
Rt, s idenee |'e,cent
Urban
Inside urbanized areas
Central cities 3]. 5
Urban fringe 26.8
Subtotal 58.3
Outside urbanized areas 15.2
Rur.11 26.5
Total 100.t)
Class
Urban
Places of [,000,000 or more 9.2
Places of 500,000 to ],000,000 6.4
Places o! 250,000 to 500,000 5.1
l'tdces of 100,000 to _'50,000 7.0
I'l,lct, s of 50,000 to 100,000 8.2
l'ldct's of 25,000 to 50,000 8.8
l'I,IceS of I0,000 to 2q,000 10.5
I'ldct's of 5,000 to 10,000 0.4
Places under 5,000 4.4
ill*i IlcL)r |+ora tt+tt _ 0.4
_qul,tutal 7 3.5
I(tlr,I 1
I'l,lces ol 1,000 to ?,000 .1.
l'lact,s L)I Ul', It) 1,000 1.9
t_tht'x rut,L1 21. 3
Sut,)t t)t,i I 26. q
'l't)t ,i I l O0.0
outside SMSAs is assumed appropriate to small cities/towns/rural
communities. Information on the household ownership of vehicles
in 1974 is given in Table 4-3. This in,]icates that approximately
70% of passengez cars are owned by peep e living in or on the
fringe of metropolitan areas, tlowever, only about 27% of the
passenger cars are owned by those living in central city areas.
This means that almost 75?, of the passenger cars are used by peo-
ple living in he less densely populated suburban, small city/
town, and ruI_.+ areas.
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Table 4-2
POPULATION DENSITY, 1970 (7)
Population
Residence Density Percent
(persgns/mi2)
Urban 2760 73.5
Rural 15 26.5
100.0
Inside SMSAs_ 360
urban NA* 60.5
rural NA 8.1
Subtotal 68.6
Outside SMSA_ t 20
urban NA 13.0
rural NA 18.4
Subtotal 31.4
Total 100.0
*NA - Not available
%SMSA - Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area
It is also of interest to consider the differences in the
annual vehicle miles driven by people living in various types of
areas, and what fraction of their vehicle miles can be classified
as urban (or highway). One approach to assess these differences
considers the urban and rural miles driven in selected states re-
lative to the number of passenger cars registered in each state.
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Such statistical data for 1975 is given in Tables 4-4 and 4-5
taken from Refs. 7 and 8. As indicated in the tables, the annual
miles per vehicle and the portion of those miles driven in urban
areas varies significantly from state-to-state. In general, the
vehicle miles per year are lower and the portion of those miles
driven in urban areas is higher for the more populous states, es-
pecially those in the Northeast (e.g., Connecticut, New York, and
Rhode Island). The national averages of about i0,000 vehicle
miles/yr and 55% thereof driven in urban areas, respectively, are
close to those given in Table 4-4 for all states combined. Since
hybrid/electric vehicles are more likel-_-to have greater market
potential in more populous areas, the lower annual mileage and
higher fraction of urban miles in those areas are particularly
noteworthy. The effect of urban population on daily travel pat-
terns will be discussed in a subsequent section of this report.
The differences in regional transportation needs as perceived
by car buyers will also be reflected in the sales mix and its
variations from State-to-State in the US. Detailed new car sales
information is availabl(_ each year from R.L. Polk. Such data for
1977 for domestic and imported passenger cars (Ref. 9) was used
to calculate the sales mix information given in Table 4-6. The
domestic cars were assigned to the four market classes -- small,
compact, intermediate (or mid), standard (or full) -- according
to the designations used by the US auto industry (see Table 4-7
taken from Automotive News, 1977 Market Data Book Issue). It is
clear from Table 4-6 that there are significant differences in
the sales mix between the various states depending primarily on
the transportation needs and conditions in the respective states.
A 1977 sales mix for urban and rural/small town areas has been
inferred from the State-by-State results as indicated near the
bottom of Table 4-6. Further, a sales mix for inside SMSAs and
outside SMSAs was developed from the urban/rural sales mixes by
using the 1977 national sales mix and 70/30 split between SMSAs
and outside SMSAs. The difference between the national sales mix
and that inferred for the SMSAs is probably not significant, but
outside SMSAs sales mix is certainly significantly different from
the national sales mix. As would be expected, persons living in
less populous areas tend to buy larger cars than those living in
more congested urban areas.
Projections as to how the sales mix will change in the next
5 to 10 years are rather difficult to make for at least three
reasons. First, the US auto industry is reducing car sJz_,_ in
each of the market classes, and the consumer response to these
design changes is not yet clear. Second, as the Corporate Aver-
age Fuel Economy (CAFE) Standards become more difficult to meet,
the pricing strategy of the auto industry can be expected to
favor smaller cars. This is already becoming evident in 1979.
Third, if the price of gasoline continues to increase at a rate
faster than inflation, more car buyers can be expected to purchase
cars somewhat smaller than they have been accustomed to. All of
these factors will interact making it very difficult to assess
4-5
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Table 4-4
VEHICLE MILES STATISTICS, 1975, Ref. 8.
109 Vehicle Miles
Fraction
State Urban Rural Total Urban Miles
Connecticut 14.7 3.5 18.2 0.807
_ Georgia 17.3 22.0 39.3 0.44
North Carolina 13.4 23.0 36.4 0.368
New York 42.5 22.6 65.1 0.653
New Jersey 38.3 10.2 48.5 0.790
J
i
Nebraska 4.7 6.5 11.2 0.420
_ Ohio 34.6 29.5 64.1 0.54
Pennsylvania 33.3 30.4 63.7 0.523
California 94.8 37.8 132.6 0.715
Massachusetts 23.5 5.6 29.1 0.808
Wisconsin 14.1 14.4 28.5 0.495
Iowa 8.0 11.6 19.6 0.408
Illinois 40.8 20.2 61.0 0.669
Indiana 18.8 18.6 37.4 0.503
Maryland 13.2 12.0 25.2 0.524
Rhode Island 4.7 1.0 5.7 0.825
Virginia 15.7 18.9 34.6 0.454
Michigan 35.3 22.9 58.2 0.607
Minnesota 14.2 11.5 25.7 0.553
All 729.4 600.6 1330.0 0.548
the relative importance of each of the factors even in the 1985 to
1990 time period. In the present report, it will be assumed that
the sales mix will not change significantly in terms of the four
classes (small, compact, mid, full), but it will be recognized
that the size of the car typical of each class will become smaller
as the downsizing programs of the auto industry continue. Hence,
people will, in fact, be buying smaller cars in the next 5 to I0
years, but the class name assigned Io them will be unchanged. For
example, the Ford Fairmont is prese1_tly designated a compact car
by the US Auto Industry, but that size car will be assigned to the
mid-size category in future years. As discussed in the next sec-
tion, classification of car sizes by passenger carrying capacity
makes more sense and can more easily be projected into the future
than the present system of using primarily car length and weight.
4-6
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Table 4-5
PASSENGER CAR STATISTICS, 1975, Ref. 8.
Car
Total Vehicle Registration Miles Fraction 4
State Miles (I0_). (106 ) Per Yr Urban Miles
Connecticut 14.4 1.79 8045 0.807
Georgia 31.0 2.51 12350 0.440
North Carolina 28.7 2.86 10035 0.368
New York 51.4 6.74 7626 0.653
New Jersey 38.3 3.74 10241 0.790
Nebraska 8.9 0.82 10854 0.420
Ohio 50.6 6.29 8045 0.540
Pennsylvania 50.3 6.59 7633 0.523
California 104.7 11.22 9332 0.715
Massachusetts 23.0 2.78 8273 0.808
Wisconsin 22.6 2.13 10610 0.495
Iowa 15.5 1.54 10065 0.408
Illinois 48.1 5.35 8990 0.669
I Indiana 29.5 2.57 11479 0.503
Maryland 19.9 2.07 9614 0.524
Rhode Island 4.5 0.50 9000 0.825
Virginia 27.3 2.71 10074 0.454
Michigan 45.9 4.63 9914 0.607
Minnesota 20.2 1.95 10358 0.553
All 1050.2 106.7 9843 0.548
In Section 5, where the rationale for the selection of the hybrid
vehicle size and Reference ICE vehicle are discussed, it is recog-
nized qualitatively that, in the future, some people will tend to
buy a ear in the next smaller category, but no attempt will be made
to assess this effect quantitatively.
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Table 4-6
NEW CAR SALES MIX STATISTICS, 1977, Ref. 9.
% Sales - New Cars
Re_i on Yr _ ..... Comp ac t M-i-d.... Fu I1
US 1977 23.9 23.3 24.3 27.6
US 1976 22.1 22.4 29.5 24.7
New Jersey 1977 22.3 25.8 23.9 28.0
New York 1977 19.1 27.0 25.8 28.1
Rhode Island 1977 25.0 30.8 25.0 19.2
Connecticut 1977 30.4 28.9 21.7 18.9
North Carolina 1979 26.1 21.3 26.2 26.4
Georgia 1977 2 3.6 19.9 29.7 26.9
mm
Nebraska 1977 20.8 18.6 27.5 33.2
Indiana 1977 18.4 20.3 29.0 32.3
Wisconsin 1977 16.7 2 3.5 26.4 33.3
California 1977 28 1 28.2 24 3 19 5
Ohio 1977 19.1 23.2 27.1 30.7
Massachusetts 1977 26.2 29.5 2 3.5 20.8
m
Urban 1977 27.0 29.5 23.5 20.0
Rural 1977 18.5 21.0 28.0 32.5
P .
SMSAs 1977 26.4 24.6 2 3.0 26.1
Outside SMSAs** 1977 18.5 21.0 28.0 32.5
* 70/30 split in new car bales between SMSAs and outside SMSAs
** Taken to be same as rural States
4-8
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Table 4-7
1977 MODELS -- BY MARKET CLASS
Smal I * CgmPact
SUBCOMPACTS COMPACTS
Astre Aspen
Bobcat Camaro
Chevette Comet
Gremlin Dart
Monza Firebird
Mustang II Granada
Pinto Hornet
Skyhawk Maverick
Starfire Monarch
Sunbird Nova
Vega Omega
Pacer
Skylark
Valiant
Ventura
Volare
Mid-Size Full-Size
INTERMEDIATES STANDARD SIZE
Century STANDARD
Charger SE Buick
Chevelle Chevrolet
Cordoba Chrysler
Coronet/Charger Dodge
Cougar Ford
Cutlass Mercury
Diplomat Oldsmobile
Elite Plymouth
Fury Pontiac
Grand Pri:" Riviera
LeBaron Thunderbird
LeMans Toronado
LTD II LUXURY STANDARD
Matador Cadillac
Monaco Eldorado
Montego Lincoln
Monte Carlo Mark V
Thunderbird
Torino
LUXURY INTERMEDIATE
Seville
Versailles
• Imported cars were assigned to each class by manu-
facturer. For example, all Toyota, Datsun, and Honda
sales were assigned to the small category. Other
foreign manufacturers were assigned according to the
size of their models with the highest sales. Infor-
mation on foreign car sales is available from R.L. Polk
by manufacturer only, not by model as for domestic cars.
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4.2 MISSION SET DESCRIPTION
The use pattern of automobil_s covers a wide range in terms
of trip length, trip frequency, and trip purpose; certain combina-
tions of which are suitable for hybrid vehicles, and others are
not. Four general categories relating to trip purpose have been
defined in the National Personal Transportation Study (NPTS): (10)
• Earning a living (work travel)
• Family business
• Civic, educational, and religious
• Social and recreational
In the present study the latter three categories have been
consolidated and called personal travel. The relative contribu-
tion of each category in terms of annual mileage and annual trips
is indicated in Table 4-8. This distribution is further modified
depending upon whether incorporated or unincorporated areas are
considered as indicated in Table 4-9. Thus, the specification of
the place of residence becomes important in describing a vehicle
mission profile. For purposes of the mission analysis presented
in this report, the specification of the place of residence is
divided into two general categories, i.e., inside and outside the
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSAs).
The hybrid/electric vehicle is expected to have its most
significant impact on petroleum consumption when operating under
such conditions that its primary energy source is battery-stored
energy. While an on-board heat engine can be used to recharge
the battery, this mode of operation should be minimized in order
to have maximum impact on petroleum savings. For this reason,
the mission should focus on those applications where an all-
electric mode of operation can be considered for the hybrid vehi-
cle. This suggests that use patterns resulting in days of travel
with daily mileage less than some prescribed value should be
identified. The fact that a value of daily travel mileage is to
be specified below which the hybrid will use electricity as the
principal energy source does not suggest that the hybrid will be
incapable of operating under conditions of daily travel beyond
this value. Under such conditions, the hybrid vehicle will uti-
lize the heat engine as its primary energy source and the battery
system will function so as to load-level the heat engine. In
this mode of operation, the hybrid vehicle range wil\ be a func-
tion of the fuel storage capacity.
Daily travel less than the prescribed distance can be cate-
gorized in terms of random and non-random trips. Random trips
are those which consist of varying length and frequency while
non-random trips are those of known length and frequency (such
as commuting to and from work). Trip length and frequency ra-
ther than whether a trlp is random or non-random in nature are
considerably more important in determining applicability of a
4-10
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Table 4-8
DISTRIBUTION OF AUTOMOBILE TRIPS, VEHICLE MILES OF TRAVEL,
AND TRIP LENGTH BY TRIP PURPOSE
Percent of Average
Automobile Trip
Length
Trip Purpose __ Trave_ (miles)
Earning a living
Home-to-work 31.9 33.7 9.4
Related business 4.3 7.9 16.1
Subtotal 36.2 41.6 10.2
Family business
Shopping 15.2 7.5 4.4
Medical and dental 1.8 1.6 8.4
; Other 14.0 10.2 6.5
I
Subtotal 31._ 19.3 5.6
Civic, educational and religious 9.3 4.9 4.7
Social and recreational
Visiting friends and relatives 8.9 12.1 12.0
Pleasure driving 1.4 3.1 20.0
Vacations 0.1 2.5 160.0
i: Other 12.0 15.3 ll.a
Subtotal 22.4 33.0 13.1
I Other and unknown i.i 1.2 9.4
Total i00.0 i00.0 8.9
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hybrid vehicle. However, whether a trip is random or non-random
is crucial in performing a statistical analys_s in order to pre-
dict trip behavior; therefore, the distinction must be recognized.
The methodology used for predicting daily and annual driving
patterns (described in detail in Section 4.3) is basically that of
Schwartz, (II) Surber end Deshpande llz; in which a Poisson distri-
bution is used to generate the number of days per year in which a
specified number of trips is taken, and a Monte Carlo simulation
is used to generate the length of these trips. Schwartz, however,
applied this technique to all travel regardless of whether the trips
were random or not. Surber and Deshpande did account for the non-
random nature of travel-to-work by excluding such trips from their
random trip length generation.
For reasons discussed above it is preferable to describe a
mission set in terms of random and non-random trips both inside and
outside SMSAs rather than use the four categories outlined in the
NPTS. Thus, a total of eight mission sets have been specified and
analyzed as part of this task. One mission set includes only per-
sonal business travel inside the SMSAs consisting entirely of random
trips in terms of both frequency and length. Another set includes
the combination of the first set with trips to work inside the SMSAs
which are non-random both in £reguency and trip length. A third set
includes all personal business travel, trips to work, and any other
random trips resulting in a daily travel of less than i00 miles,
again inside the S_SAs. Thus, this third set includes all travel
with the exception of travel resulting in more than i00 miles in
one day which may be construed to represent intercity travel. The
fourth set includes all travel regardless of daily mileage. The oth-
er four sets of the eight are the same as the four sets described ex-
cept that tl.ey occur outside of the SMSAs rather than inside.
These eight-mission sets are summarized in Table 4-10.
Table 4-10
MISSION SETS TO BE ANALYZED
-,'i Inside SMSAs Outside SMSAs i
Personal business travel only Personal business travel only i
" Personal business plus trips Personal business plus trips i
to work to work
All-purpose (except trips of All-p:,rpose (except trips of
I00 or more miles per day) i00 or more miles per day)
All purposes All purposes
It should be mentioned again that the reason for excluding
daily travel in excess of some value (i00 miles per day) is to assess
the impact of the hybrid vehicle in applications where battery-
stored energy is the primary energy source. Daily travel in excess
of this value will be accomplished with the heat engine as the pri.-
mary energy source with the battery system serving only to load-level
the heat engine.
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4.3 TRAVEL CHARACTERISTICS
The travel characteristics of an automobile consist of three
main factors:
• Annual mileage
• Daily travel in terms of number of trips and trip
length
• The particular driving mode or cycles which characterize
the method in which daily travel is accomplished
In many cases, the test or survey data which defines these three
factors is limited or nonexistent. In such cases, estimates have
been made, or interpolation/extrapolation has Deen used, to aug-
ment limited data. The methodology employed to analyze the above
three factors in order to characterize the mission sets outlined
in Section 4.2 are described below.
4.3.1 ANNUAL USE
Considerable data is available to evaluate average annual
vehicle miles. Such a set of data is the Highway Statistics pub-
lished annually by the Federal Highway Administration under the
Department of Transportation. An example of such data is presented
in Tables 4-11 and 4-12. The disadvantage of such data is that
it permits determination of average annual vehicle mileage only
and does not give a fractional distribution of vehicle annual mile-
age. The NPTS(13) includes data on annual mileage distribution;
this data is pr£2ented in Table 4-13. This data is limited in that
it is ten years old and gives no information regarding annual mile-
age distribution with regard to work trips, personal business,
intercity travel, etc. In the absence of such data an estimate
has been made for a,inual mileage versus percent of automobiles
as indicated in Figure 4-1. Estimates are shown for personal
business only both inside and outside SMSAs as well as for all-
purpose trips both inside and outside SMSAs. The curve for all-
purpose travel inside SMSAs is taken to be essentially parallel
to the data in T ble 4-13, but depressed for any given percentile
because the data in Table 4-13 represents annual mileage for allv h:.cles; and vehicles inside SMSAs tend to have lower annual
mileage tl,an the national average. The curve for all-purpose
travel outside SMSAs is: (I) elevate_] above that for inside
SMSAs because of the higher annual mileage characteristic of ve-
hicles outside [;MSAs, and (2) somewhat flatter (less slope) than
that for inside SMSAs because people living outside of SMSAs in
geographically smaller communities tend to take more relatively
short trips due to the limited size o[ the area. The curves for
persona] bus["ess dre taken to }_ave annual mileages of approxi-
mately 46v. o_ the: all-purposo figtlres at any given percentile
since thic is approximately the 1,ercentage of annual m_leage ac-
cOUrt tot] '-()r by [amily })usine:.;s and civic, educational, religious,
and social tt:aw_l as in(lical¢,cl in the NPTS data. (]0)
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Table 4-13
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF AUTOMOBILES
vs ANNUAL MILES TRAVELED
Annual Milea@e Percent of Automobile
<500 2.6
1,000- 3,000 8.4
3,000- 7,000 27.1
7,000-12,000 34.1
12,000-17,00_ ii.0
17,000-22,000 7.6
22,000-27,000 3.8
>27,000 5.4
i00.0
4.3.2 DAILY TRAVEL PATTERNS
The 1969 Nationwide Personal Transportation Study represents
the most comprehensive study of personal driving habits published
to date, and the data from this study has been issued in a series
of reports. While this data is now ten years old, it is the only
published data available and has been used for a number of analyses
such as those by Schwartz, (11) Surber and Deshpande. (12)
The NPTS data is very comprehensive but covers trip purposes
or missions other than the mission sets outlined in Section 4.2.
Accordingly, only selected portions of the NPTS data have been used
in defining daily travel patterns in this investigation. Specifi-
cally, the data used include the percent of annual trips and percent
of annual vehicle miles versus trip length range as taken from
Schwartz(II) and presented here in Table 4-14. Additional data
used includes average trip length for different purposes both inside
and outside of SMSAs. This latter data is included in Table 4-15.
The data included in these two tables has been used to predict
daily travel pattezls consistent with the mission sets outlined
in Section 4.2. The specific methodology for accomplishing this
prediction is the following. A computer proqram was written to
simulate daily travel patterns by using a Poisson distribution and
a Monte Carlo simulation in a manner simllar to that of Schwartz (II)
and Surber and Deshpande. (12) The Poisson distrlbution determines
both the number of days per year in which a specified number of trips
(i.e., 0, I, 2, etc.) will be taken as well as the total number of
trips per year. The Poisson distribution requires as known data the
average number of trips per day, this being merely the annual mile-
age divided by the product of 365 days per year and the average trip
length. A sample Poisson distribution is given in Table 4-16.
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Table 4-14
ANNUAL TRAVEL CHARACTERISTICS BY TRIP LENGTH
i Trip Length Percent of Percent of
(miles one way) Annual Trips Annual Vehicle Miles
<5 54 1 ii 1
i 5-10 19.6 13.8
: ]0-15 13.8 18.7
k
15-20 4.3 9.1
20-30 4 0 ii 8
} " .
30-40 1.6 6.6
40-50 0.8 4.3
50-i00 1.0 7.6
",i00 0.8 17.0
Source : Schwartz (ii)
Table 4-15
AVERAGE TRIP LENGTH
Average Trip Length, Miles
Trip Purpose inside SMSAs Outside sMSAs
All purposes 8.4 9.8
Family business 4.9 6.7
' Social and recreational 13.0 13.3
. ,, . .
Source : NPTS (i0 )
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Table 4-16
POISSON DISTRIBUTION OF TRIPS PER DAY
Number of Trips Calculated Annual Number of Days Per Total Number
Per Day, X Probability, P(X) Year with X Trips of Trips
0 0.159 58 0
1 0.292 107 107
2 0.269 98 196
3 0.165 60 180
4 0.076 28 112
5 0.028 I0 50
6 0.009 3 18
7 0.002 1 7
0.999 365 670
Table 4-16 uses the Poisson dastribution equation
_X e-_
P(X) =
where
= average number of trips per day
X = number of trips per day (0,1,2, .... -)
The numbers presented in Table 4-16 are based on an annual mileage
of 4500 miles and an average trip length of 6.7 miles so that the
average number of trips per day is
(45OO) = i 84
_ = (365)(6.7) "
The Monte Carlo simulation then uses a random number gen-
erator to predict a trip length for each of the total annual trips
to represent the annual driving pattern of one vehicle. The num-
ber of days in which daily travel is within a specified mileage
range as well as the total annual mileage represented by these days
is determined. This simulation is then repeated many times (approx-
imately 300), and averages are taken to determine average annual
mileage, average number of days per year with daily mileage within
a given mileage cange, and the annual mileage within the same mile-
age range.
The use of a Monte Carlo simulation requires the use of a
distribution function for the variable being simulated which in
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this application is the trip length. The distribution function in
this investigation was generated by using the data in Table 4-14
in conjunction with the average annual mileage and total annual
trips as given in Table 4-16 to calculate an average trip length
in a specified trip length range. The average trip length in a
specified range was calculated using the following relation:
LAVG= (AT)"(PkT)
i
where
LAV G = average trip length in a specified range
AM = annual mileage
r AT = annual number of trips
PAM = percentage of annual mileage in a specified range
PAT = percentage of annual trips in a specified range
The annual number of trips is obtained by using the Poisson distri-
bution as indicated in Table 4-16. The average trip length for var-
ious mileage ranges can thus be obtained by using the above equation
and the data in Tables 4-14 and 4-16. The results for such calcula-
tions are presented in Table 4-17. The column labeled cumulative
distribution is the summation of the percent of annual trips in a
given mileage category, and this very column represents the distri-
bution function for the average trip length. Thus, th,_se last two
columns are used to generate the probability function for use in
the Monte Carlo simulation. The average trip length for each mile-
age range is assumed to occur at the middle of the distribution
function range, and the distribution function is represented by a
series of straight lines connecting such points.
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The trip length distributicn function is dependent not only
upon the annual mileage but also upon the percent of annual trips
and the percent o£ annual vehicle miles within a given trip mile-
age range. In the present investigation, as in all previous
studies (References 3 and ll), the percent of annual trips and
percent of annual vehicle miles represented by a given trip mile-
age range were assumed to be independent of annual mileage, i._.,
the data presented in Table 4-14 is assumed to |)e constant and
independent of annual mileage. Such an assumpta_n is question-
able since it would seem likely that a change in annual mileage
would cause a redistribution of percent trips and percent vehi-
cle miles within given trip mileage ranges. However, since the
only published data available is the NPTS data presented in
Table 4-14, this data was used independently of the annual mileage.
In summary, the computer program described above requires the
average annual mileage and average trip length as input parameters.
Internally, the program computes a Poisson distribution similar to
Table 4-16. The total annual number of trips from this computation
is then used with the data given in Table 4-14 and the average
annual mileage to generate a distribution function similar to the
last two columns of Table 4-17. %his distribution function is then
used in a Monte Carlo simulation resulting in an output of average
annual mileage, average number of days in which total travel is
within a specified mileage range, and the total annual mileage
driven within this specified mileage range.
This computer program was used to simulate annual driving
characteristics for mission sets defined in Section 4.1. Inasmuch
as the computer program by design simulates random travel, the
program was used to augment non-random travel. For example,
travel characteristics for work trips plus personal business were
obtained by using the computer program to generate random trip
data _or the personal business portion only, and work trip data
(which is predictable and non-random) was added to the personal
business travel. As indicated above, the computer program requires
average annual mileage and average trip lenqth as input parameters.
The average annual mileage for personal business and for all-pur-
pose (excluding intercity travel) were taken from Figure 4-1 at the
30th, 50th, 75th, and 90th percentile. The average trip length was
obtained by using the values from Table 4-15 designated therein as
all purpose and family business to represent the all-purpose and
personal business travel designation of this investigation. Inas-
much as average trip length is expected to vary with annual mileage,
Lhe following relationship was assumed to relate average trip length
to annual mileage
where X 3enotes the xth percentile, and AM annual mileage. The
average trip lengths given in Table 4-15 are taken as the average
trip lengths for the 50th percenti]e. The average annual mileage
and average trip length for various purpose_ and percentiles were
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obtained by using the above relationship, Lhe data from Table 4-]5,
and from Figure 4-1• These data, shown Jn Table 4-18, were used
in the computer program to generate random trip data and annual
driving characteristics. Annual mil_ ag,_ for days ]n which travel
exceeded 100 miles was subtracted from the total mileage. Thin
was done with the assumption that dail,7 travel in c,xc_>ns of ]00 miles
would represent intercity t_°avol. The re:_'uits of thence eom})utat_onn
are presented in Figures 4-2 and 4-3. Inclusion of daily t:;Tnvc_lJn
excess of 100 miles corresponds to all purpose travel and L_ pre-
sented in Figures 4-4 and 4-5.
In order to augment personal business travel by work-related
travel, it is necessary to use work trip len(_th data. Such data
has been collected by the Bureau of the Census and Js presented
in Figure 4-6. This data can be used to determine ar.nual work-re-
lated travel to add to the data in Figure 4-1 to dcLermine annual
travel for work trips plus personal business. For example, at the
50th percentile, annual work travel inside SMSAs is 250 days/year
x 14.5 miles/day = 3625 miles/year. When added to the annual mile-
" age of 3000 miles/year from Figure 4-1, this gives a total of
_ 6625 miles/year
_ This work trip data can also be added to the aata of Fig-
ures 4-2 and 4-3 to represent non-random behavior. In such cal-
! culations, only work travel for the 50th percentile worker is
used. The relationship between the percentile of work travel and
the percentile of personal travel is also statistical in nature•
Using the 50th percentile work travel distance and the data of
Figures 4-2 and 4-3, it is possible to generate annaal mileage
E
_. versus percert days and percent vehicle miles for different daily
mileage ranges• For example, consider a daily range of 30 miles.
_ For 50th percentile work travel of 14.5 miles per day (roundtrip)
i this leaves 15.5 miles per day of random travel. From Figure
4-2, for a random annual mileage of 9000 miles, these 15.5 miles
per day account for 11.5% of the vehicle miles• The total annual
mileage is 9000 + 250 x 14.5 = 12,_2b miles, and a 30 mile range
would then account for
(9000 x 0.115 + 3625) / (9000 + 3625) = 0.37 or 37%
of the annual travel. Repetition of such calculations for various
annual random travel mileage yields the results presented in
Figures 4-7 through _-i0. Calculations for additional wor_: travel
distances will be made as part of the sensitivity stL_dies.
Figures 4-7 through 4-10 can be used in coujunction with
Figures 4-1 to generate daily travel requirements [oi various
percentiles of random annual driving. For e*t_ulq_Iu, the 50th per-
centile personal business travel inside SMSAs re}_restnts 3000
miles per year random travel (Figure 4--i) [_llls 3625 m its of an-
nual work travel for an annual milc ajc of Gt_25• _ , mi]cs l.rom F±g-
ure 4-7, this represents 81% of all days of dliv]n,1 w.lh _ w q_i-
cle range of 30 miles, 92 5;',with a 40-mile rang(_,
50-mile _:ange, and more than 99% with _ 75-mil_, vanLleo Vrom
Figure 4-8, 3000 miles per year [,uldom travel ,el,_<:s_:_ts 76 o_i
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4. }. } IIRIVING CYCI,I::;
/i IltllllhL, r L)! d['ivillq {'_t't'lO_ C_I!! be utili2.L'l as _ means of rep-
lt'cll'litlll¢l v,'hiclo ,Jt't'l',lti{m ill city 4nd hiuhw;p/ drivinq. A BUIllllldEy
,)! ._t, lt,t'lt,d eh.ir,leLt, ri:;t ic:; of tht, tollowillq d:'ivillq CyUl¢'.q ;IFO
,l_v,'q all 'l',lbi,..1-1 i:
_,1) EJ'A k'll_,ill (I,'LIIR')
(1) EI'A llJ,lliway (I'IIIK')
(c_ ,qAl' J.:27,1 I_0 ¢', D.
Tilt, firsl two dl-ivill_l cycle.q ,irt, used by Lilt, l':llVil'Olllllelltdl I_rot_2c -
t iC_.'l A,JL'tCV (El'A) tu Or:It i ly that pnssenqer cars meet l'ederal I':X-
!ldU._;t ]:l!It:;t;IOIl :;t,[llddrd._ ,|lid to estim,lto fuel economy for the var-
_ou._; c,tr n'odc/:;. The, I.I'A c volt,:; wt,ro dt've/ot)ed from actual t)ursuit
ddt.t t,tkt'l, In Lt-,llI ic and ,L;'e intt,ndt,_t to simulate redlisticdllg
the maillx,,r in which cnrs drc actually driven (e.q., Jcceleration
dnd br,lkin¢l r,ltcs, :;t_e_'d.q dnd ._;!_eed modulation, idle times, etc.).
The ,qAl: J227,a c,,'c'lc, s were ,!evelol_ed purely as a means of compar-
in,! all-electric vohicle_ ot differing desi_tn and capability on
d conu'aon cycle, it hds never been claimed that vehicles were
,irivt,n in actual trnilic con,!itions in modes like the SAE B, C,
I' e-'clos. For tl_i:; reason, the plan is to adapt tile I,',PA urban
ai_,! hi,!!_wny cycles :Jther tl_.tn tim tiAI: cycles for use on the
!lyl,ri,I//w!ectric c!esiql_ '!'dsk_; 2 tllltl 3. The vehicle power-to-
w,'i,l!:t l.ttios :lcc,k,d to follow tl_e :;AE cycles are siqnificantly
!t,.,::: tll.txi tl,e ",owor-to-woi,lht specified from other considerations
(c..l., I'-00 mlq_ ac.:t, terntion, tii,l!l-'.;pe,.,d passinq, etc.), so ex-
c!usioli of the :'AI_ cyclt,.q has no imt,det on vehicle design from
th,, i,owt, i tequircmcnt l,oint oI view. Tile hybrid/electric vehicle
:,,)i,-rc/ucle,i t:A!: J227a :'_'!_edule :_ ol,elation will I,e calculated,
;owt'Vt'l', for Ct)'!li,Cll-i.qOll },t!ll,t)t;t,:; ,it; roquJ red.
A ,'l_st'l Lo,,'; ,tt tht, !:I'A ull),tn cvclt,, which COll:;isls o| tw£)
i',ll t:: (}'I i'1!,':: .l-.'[ .1:1,{ .I- ':_) , i:; lOCOllU'lt'Ilde_]. 'l'tlo '_ir:;t i,orl ioli
,-: the' _'yclt. t',d, :;) i._: Lt.rl':_,d the, (,'_1,|) Lrdnaiollt, tilL, :;_'t'_)lltl
i'J_'t i._; ,',lJ 1,',! tll_' tiler ) :;t .it,11 l.:_'d. As i lMic,lt_'d i:l l'i,lur,,s ,1-27
•t_'_,! ,l-2,g, tilt' c!l.i,',.'t,.,r:; ,_! tht' tw_, }'.ll'l.q ,llt' .qtll'l'l'i.qill_II Y di| It'l-
t'l!_ ,IS :,ll .1.'4 IVt l',l,l,J :;}'_'_',{ ,lIId ;1[_'}'8 "llltl_' ,ilt" C_.)ll¢'l'l lied. Tilt'
"t i,t:i::t,,"'_,,_" i,,tt t !l,l:; llt'<ll "'," *W_', Illtllllti':; LIf }ti'lll-::t','_', { dliVJllq (,_1_
i,q,!l) ,l'l,.l o':ly I.-I :;kcq'-; _'_ i,'. 'l'}it' l,t',lk l,Uwt, r dt,m, Jnd !el th,, t:I'A
tllb,lll t'vt'lt' Ol'k'tll':; 1!I till "!.t ,111:;1¢'ilI "* _Lil t el the' _'yclc. 'l'lh.' .ql'Ct_ll¢t
}',tlt o' tilt' Ei'A "tit,.lli cv,'t,' I:; '_'l.it iv*'lx." l,,w ";I't't'd (lq, IXtIllIlI'il .ql,,,t,,t
,__t ''ll|y _{'l :/Ii'!l! <l'.'h! !1,1:1 '=.,1 :;tt'}':; llli I,.'. II. ,_,t'l'l',ll':; tlhlt th,' "std-
i_l]'.,:,'c!" !,tl!_ ,.,_ *lit' 'll!'.lll t'Vl'l,' i:; ,I l_t'ktt'I It'l_lt,:;t,lltdtiOll t)|
:It'l*lll},L,!!l*Oc, vl ,I:hi t,tl:4illt'::.': ,ii:;t! i,'! _trivill,l than t, lth,,l- tilt' :;At: II
(!! t' _'_','1,'-%. ',,_;.,'Wl'.;t', t}tl' *'* t.llll;i,'llt " |',|I'L :;t'tqlll; tt__ I}(' ,I lt',l;lt)ll-
,lI_l,, l,'[,It'::*'llL,It !011 t'_ :;!!t,tlI!LIII t'l l't'tl|t'V,ll_izt'X_l't'.'i.qW,ly drix ill,I
111 WIli,'li ! l.ll ' i_' ('! It'll t',.lPlll:l I_'.i:;,qi,il_l_' .<;t,_'t'tt.q ,llld It'};t; ';t_t,.<;
iui},, ltl,iil iii l_iU_c' _'cJli_It,:;Lt,_{ I1,' ,ilil,t,ill_n,,I l_tl:;ilit',q,'; tli:;ti ic't tlri\'in_l,
'F!ll, tgl'A llL,ttlW, i' i" c'yt'!t' W,I;; tb'\','l_q,t'_l 10 _l_t,,iili lii,'l t'c'_lllt_llly
,ld{d !c_i _lJ.,!ii_.,i'." <t! iVilI,.', i! :: it',il I_.' tYt'ic<ll ol tti ivin_l ,,li Ilia,
<,l,l'll ]I[,!_IW,I')" ,ll llt',ll t'C.ql'.;l,illl :;!,t,t,,t (',:, fill>h} witll <l .<;t(, l, t't't'ly IO
LcJ 21i lul!t,,<;. 'I'!1,' !;t'A hi,lhw,iv c')'_'It' i:; c'h,ii,it't,,ri:;t_jc _I l il,t,wdy.
t'xl_i_'.q.<;w, iy {r,i\',,1 t)llI%' _tilii!l<i (_i l-_,t,,lk h_,tii:;,
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Based on the discussions in the foregoing paragraphs, it seems
appropriate to use the EPA urban cycle in its entirety, or the "tran-
sient" and "stabilized" parts individually, to represent urban driv-
ing (to/from work and random personal travel) and to use the EPA
highway cycle to represent only intercity travel (trips usually
greater than i00 miles). Undoubtedly, there are some random trips
of less than 100 miles on high mileage days, especially in the all-
purpose mission set, which would logically qualify as highway driv-
ing. Such trips can be accounted for by adjustments in the annual
random urban mileage.
The split between urban and intercity (highway) travel used by
EPA and DOT to determine the composite fuel economy for passenger
cars is 55% urban/45% highway. The urban/rural mileage data given
in Table 4-4 for various states shows rather clearly that the urban/
rural mileage split in most states departs markedly from the na-
tional average 55/45 split. Relatively few states have ratios close
to 55/45. Many states, especially in the more populous areas in-
cluding California and New York, have urban mileage fractions be-
tween 65% and 75%. llence, although more study of this point is
needed, it is being assumed at the present time for the design trade-
off studies (Task 2) that inside SMSAs, 70% of the total annual mile-
age is driven on the EPA urban cycle, arid 30% on the highway cycle.
The primary use of the 70/30 split is in the determinatioD of opera-
ting cost and break-even c_asoline price.
Various combinations of the urban "transient" and "stabilized"
cycles and the intercity highway cycle can be used to determine
energy usas_ (electricity and gasoline) for specified daily travel
and mission sets. The effect of these cycle mixes on vehicle "elec-
tric" range requirements and associated operating costs can only be
determined by detailed vehicle simulations. This will be done as
part of Task 2 and 3. A detailed determination of the urban cycle
mixes appropriate for the to/from work and personal travel missions
must await the simulation study results. Every atte,v.pt will be made
to keep the driving cycle descriptions as simple as possible and
consistent with realistic vehicle energy usage, both for electricity,
and gasoline.
The effect of the driving cycle on the heat engine warmup time
is also important and should be considered. This is especially true
&
for the l<ete_-t:llce ICI; V_-}_icIe. A recent study of the effect of trip
length on fuel economy for conventional vehicles is reported in
Ref. (5) . Figure 4-29, taken from that _-efeFence, shows that the I:PA
urban and h_ghway fuel economy values are at best applicable only
under very special conditions (trip length, ambient temperature,
etc.). It is not sur|)risinq that most car owners have found that
the fuel economy they expevienc(' dilfers significantly frcm the EI'A
mpg values. Usually, ownt, rs find on-road fu_,l economy considerably
lower than the I:PA values. As in(iicated in Table 4-14, trips less
than 7.5 miles l_,ngth (]::'Auvban (,yc]e) account for 6b% of the trips
4-4_
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and 18% of the miles. Figure 4-29 shows that a trip length of at
least 20 miles is needed before the EPA composite fuel economy
value can be expected. Trips of less than 20 miles account for 92%
of all trips and 53% of total vehicle miles. Therefore, it is clear
that in estimating the fuel economy of the reference ICE vehicle on
the various mission sets and percentile daily travel days the effect
of engine warmup should be included. Likewise, the effect should
also be included in the hybrid/electric calculations. This means
F that average trip length as well as daily travel (miles) must be
considered in determining daily fuel usage. Fortunately, such
travel statistics are available from the mission analysis. They
will be incorporated into the work on energy consumption in Task 2.
f_
k
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Section 5
RATIONALE FOR THE SELECTION
OF THE ICE REFERENCE VEHICLE
6.1 HYBRID VEHICLE SIZE CLASS
For purposes of this study it is necessary to identify a con-
ventional internal combustion engine (ICE) passenger vehicle for
comparison with the electric/hybrid car to be designed according
to the present contract. The contract specifies that the hybrid
vehicle should have a passenger capacity of at least five adults.
This means that the hybrid vehicle must be either a mid-size (5-
passenger) or a full-size (6-passenger) car. As indicated in
Table 3-9, cars in these two classes use approximately 64% of the
fuel consumed for personal transportation. The development of a
hybrid/electric car in either class thus has the potential for
saving a large quantity of petroleum if the market penetration of
the hybrid design is significant. Hence, the key factor in decid-
ing whether the hybrid vehicle should be mid- or full-size is the
effect of size on market penetration.
It seems probable that the sales mix will increasingly _a%_r
the mid-size car during the next 5-10 years, especially in urban
areas. In addition, the use pattern of the mid-size car is ex-
pected to be more consistent with the hybrid/electric concept
which assures that much of the driving can be done using primarily
battery-stored energy. Full-size cars probably will be purchased
by people willing to pay for comfort on long trips and those seek-
ing status. The present study will be directed toward the design
of a hybrid/electric mid-size car which will be attractive to peo-
ple who do most of their driving in urban/suburban areas with only
occasional long intercity trips. This section is concerned with
p the selection of a conventional ICE passenger car for comparison
with such a mid-size hybrid/electric car.
5.2 CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF ICE REFERENCE VEHICLE
The criteria for the selection of the ICE reference vehicle
are the following:
• 5-passenger capacity (mid-size)
• high sales volume
• acceleration performance of 0-96.54 km/h (0-60 mph) in
15-17 seconds
The high sales volume criterion is used as an indication of good
consumer acceptance. It would also be highly desirable if the
Reference ICE Vehicle represented a recent downsized design in
the mid-size class since this would facilitate extrapolation of
1978/79 characteristics to those pertinent to 1985. In this re-
spect, the Chevrolet Malibu/Olds Cutlass, Ford Fairmont, and Audi
5000 are of particular interest. The exterior and interior dimen-
sions of those models and other selected 1978 passenger cars are
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given in Table 5-1. By definition, a 5-passenger car carries two
people in the front and three people in the rear seat. Using the
criteria stated by Consumers Union in the April 1978 issue, this
requires a rear shoulder width o_ at least 57 in., ,_nd a rear
fore-aft dimension of at least 27 in. On this basis, t_e Chevro-
let Malibu and the Fo_d Fairmont are 5-passenger cars, but the
f:,di 5000 is a little too narrow to fall into this c:ategory. The
di£ferences in weight and size between the 5- and 6-passenger cars
are readily apparent from Table 3-7 and Table 5-i.
As indicated in Table 5-2, the new downsized mid-size car
models have been well received by the public. Both the Malibu/
CuL]ass/Regal and Fairmont/Zephyr experienced impressive sales in
.%978. Hence, both the Malibu and Fairmont meet the criteria of
high volume sales.
Table 5-2
SALES OF MID-SIZE PASSENGER CAR MODELS IN 1978
General Motors
Division Model Sales (303)
Chevrolet Malibu 374
Chevrolet Monte Carlo 355
Oldsmobine Cutlass 520
Buick Century 75
Buick Regal 248
Pontiac Le Mans 125
Total 1200
Ford Moto r Company
Division Model Sales (10 3)
Ford Fairmont 406
Me rcury Zephyr 121
Ref: Automotive News, January 15, 1979
Engine characteristics and related vehicle fuel economy for
1978 mid-size cars are given in Table 5-3. Data is given for
both the General Motors Corporation and Ford Motor Company mid-
size models. At the present time, mid-size cars are marketed us-
ing 4-, 6-, and 8-cylinder engines. Except for the Fairmont
equipped with an L4 engine and manual 4-speed transmission, most
mid-size cars are bought with 6-cylinder or small V-8 engines and
automatic (A3) transmissions.
%
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Acceleration characteristics of the Maiibu, Cutlass, and
Fairmont are summarized in Table 5-4. The information shown
indicates that meeting the acceleration c_iteria of 0-60 mph in
15 to 17 seconds using a 6-cylinder engine (I00-I]0 HP) and an
automatic transmission presents no problems.
Either the General Motors (Malibu/Cut]ass) or Ford Motor Com-
pany (Fairmont/Zephyr) mid-size cars ceold be used as the Refel;ence
ICE VehLcl . Both the Malibu and Fairmont meet all the criteria.
The Mallbu/Cutlass has been selected as the Reference ICE Vehicle
primarily because General Electric, throu_jh its subcontractors,
has access to more detailed information on the General Motors
cars than on the Ford Motor Compamy cars. For example, arrange-
ments have been made with General Motors to obtain data from their
computer program (GPSIM) runs for the Malibu using several drive-
lines (V-6, V-8 englnes and automatic and manual transmissions).
m Unfortunately, the results of the GPSIM computer runs have not
been received for inclusion in this report, but assurances have
been obtained from General Motors that they will be provided in
the near future.* It is evident (Table 5-1) that the Fairmont is
-- slightly lighter than tee Malibu. Expectations are that, in the
n
coming years, GM will reduce the weight of their mid-size cars
and by 1985 will eventually utilize front-wheel drive in that size
r class. A summary of General Motors' plans regarding the use of
front-wheel drive is given in Automotive News, II December 1978,
indicating that the mid-size cars are likely to be the last to be
redesigned in this way. Nevertheless, the General Electric pro-
"_ jections of the weight and fuel economy of the ICE reference re-
!
hiele will assume the utilization of front-wheel drive by 1985.
5.3 SELECTED ICE REFERENCE VEHICLE
The ICE reference vehicle is taken to be the Chevrolet Malibu
using a V-6, 231 CID engine. Currently, this engine is manufactured
by the Oldsmobile and Buick Divisions of General Motors and is mar-
keted by the Chevrolet Division only in California. A 1978 Malibu
with the V-6, 231 CID engine is estimated to have 0 to 60 mph ac-
celeration of less than 15 seconds and an EPA fuel economy of at
least 19 mpg urban and 28 mpg highway. The cited acceleration time
and fuel economies are those of the heavier Cutlass, as predicted
by the GM GPSIM computer program. Therefore, they should be met
or exceeded by the slightly lighter Malibu. GPSIM calculations of
the performance a_d fuel economy of the Malibu with the V-6 engine
and various transmissions and axle ratios are expected to be avail-
able to General Electric in the near future. A further discussion
of the ICE reference vehicle and its characteristics is given in
Section 6.4.
*GPSIM computer runs for the 1975 Malibu were not received from
General Motors as had been expected.
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PRIMARYRESULT8OF MI8810N ANALY818
AND PERFORMANCE8PECIFICATION8 8TUDY
Delive:able Item Number 1, "Mission Analysis and Performance
Specification Studies Report" of Contract No. 955190 includes a
number of items specified in the Data Requirements Description.
Among these items are the primary results of the study. The pri-
mary results of the study are reported in the following subsections.
6.I Vehicle Performance Specifications
6.2 Mission Description and Daily Travel
6.3 Mission Specifications
6.4 ICE Reference Vehicle and Its Characteristics
Subsections 6.1 and 6.3 are patterned after Exhibit I of Contract
No. 955190 and use the same identification code as the contract.
The primary results are presented in a condensed form below
and in an expanded form in the pages which follow.
OINIIIAL _ iLiCTIIIC
e.1 VEHICLE PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION8
P1 Minimum Nonrefuelable Range -
PI.1 Highway Driving (FXDC)
(a) 402 km (250 miles) between gasoline refueling stops
[i.e., about 3T.85 liter (10 gallons) fuel tank
capacity]
(b) battery-stored electricity sufficient to load-level
the heat engine for 804 km (500 miles) highway driv-
ing without recharge from the heat engine
P1.2 Urban/Suburban Drivin_ (FUDC)
(a) 56-64 km (35-40 miles) using electric drive as
primary system
(b) 112-128 km (70-80 miles) using heat engine as
primary system, but no battery recharqing with
heat engine
P1.3 SAE J2_Ta(B)
To be calculated during Task 2 and Task 3 for compariscn
purposes.
P2 Cruise Speed -
(a) _l_ctric drive only - 88 km/h (55 mph)
(b) heat engine drive only - 105 km/h (65 mph)
P3 Maximum Speed -
(a) 12], km/h (75 mph) continuous as long as battery charge
level permits - combin_ efforts of electric and heat
engine drives
P4 Accoleration (minimum values) -
0-48 km/h (0-30 mph) 6 seconds
0-96 km/h (0-60 mph) 16 seconds
Safe passing on a two-lane road
P5 Gradability (minimum values) -
Grad_.___e Speecl Distance*
3% 88 km/h (55 mph) Unlimited
5% 88 km/h (55 mph) Unlimited
8% 64 km/h (40 mph) Unlimited
15% 32 km/h (20 mph) Unlimited
Maximum Grade: 25%
P6 Passenger Capacity -
5 passenger,_ (350 kg)
*On heat engine alone, distance determined by fuel available.
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P7 Cargo Capacity -
0.5 m3 (17.7 ft 3)
100 kg (220 lb)
P8 Consumer Costs -
Consumer Purchase Price (1978, $)
List price of 4-door Malibu sedan w£th automat£c trans-
mission, power steering, power brakes, radio, and air
conditioning was $5725. (References Automotive News,
1978 Market Data Book Issue.)
Consumer L£fe Cycle Cost (1978, $)
12t/ks (19t/mile) based on 10,000 miles/year. (Beferences
Automotive News, 1978 Market Data Book Issue.)
P9 Emissions - Federal Test Procedure -
Standards have been set for conventional ICE passenger
cars1 applicability of Chose standards to an electric/
hybrid whose emissions will depend on battery state-of-
charge has not yet been established.
The passenger car emission standards for 1978, 1981, and
1985 are as follows"
Standards (gram/mile)
Year HC CO NOx
1978 1.5 15 2
1981 0.4 7 1
1985 0.4 3.4 1
The electric/hybrid will meet the above standards for all
operating modes except possibly when the battery is being
recharged by the heat engine. Meeting the NOx standard
during battery charging may prove to be difficult. This
will be inves_-igated during other tasks of the program.
P10 through P17 -
Will be treated during the design trade-off and preliminary
design tasks of the program.
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i.2 MMNNONDESCRIPqON AND OAILYTNAV|L
Figures 4-ll thru 4-26 have been used to generate daily range
capabilities for the eight mission sets defined In Section 4.2.
This data i8 presented in Table 6-1 for the four mission sets in-
side the SHBA8 and in Table 6-2 for the four mission sets outside
the SNSAs. The percentiles listed under daily distance in these
, tables are for peroent vehicle miles, not for percent days.
The assumption t..at daily travel in excess of 100 miles means
lntercity travel is reasonable in most instanoes but there are cer-
tainly exceptions where there are many short trips in one day all
within a city and totaling 100 miles or more. On the other hand,
daily travel of considerably less than 100 miles could be intercity
travel. The larger the metropolitan area in which a vehicle i8
i based, the g_eate_ the daily travel distance that would constitute
intercity travel. Since data is no_ available to define the dis-
i tribution of lntercity travel, the criterion specified herein has
been selected. Future sensitivity studi_s of the mission analysis
will examine the significance of this assumption.
Comparisons between Tables 6-1 and 6-2 indicate that any vehicle
capable of meeting annual and daily travel requirements for outside
SHSAs would also meet requirements inside 8NSA8. Thus, it would
seem reasonable to let Table 6-2 represent the mission data for all
vehicles. However, inasmuch as the purpose of the hybrid vehicle
study is to a3seJ8 impact on total fuel consumption, it is also
necessary to factor in the relative sales and potential market pen-
etration both inside and outside SNSAs. For thJs reason, a dis-
tinction h_tween vehicle missions inside and outside of SMSAs will
be retained. It is highly unlikely that a different design for in-
side and outside SNS&s is reasonable. A final decision on whether
vehicle use patterns inside or outside SNSAs dictate the final de-
sign will be made when the fuel consumption impact study is com-
pleted (Task 2).
6-4
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Table 6-1
DALLY AND ANNUAL TRAVEL DISTANCES INSIDE SMBAs
FOR VARIOUS MISSIONS
i
Annual Distance Daily Distance (miles)
Mission (miles) Percentile *
50 75 90
Personal business only
50th percentile 3,000 20 29 39
75th percentile 4,500 25 38 49
90th percentile 6,500 32 49 66
Personal business plus
work trips
50th percentile 6,625 21 32 43
75th percentile 8,125 26 39 57
90th percentile 10,125 32 51 76
All-purpose (excluding
intercity travel)
50th percentile 6,400 34 52 69
75th percentile 9,200 52 74 99
90th percentile 11,600 >100 >100 >I00
All-purpose (including
Intercity travel)
50th percentile 7,000 36 61 >I00
75th percentile 11,300 50 84 >100
90th percentile 17,000 70 >100 >100
m
•Pc_rcentiles are for vehicle miles
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•able 6-3
DAX.¥ A.'HDAIHNUA,T,,,?RAVICLDXO?ANCBB OUTBXDB 8MOAs
FOR VARXOU8 HXBBXON8
Annual Distance DaLly Distance (m/lee)
MAss/on (miles) Percentile*
SO ?S 90
i
Personal business only
S0th percentile 4,400 25 38 52
?Sth percentile 6,500 31 49 67
90th percentile 9,300 43 64 82
Personal business plus
work trips
S0th percentile 6,275 23 36 54
7Sth portent/Is 8,375 31 49 68
90th percentile ll,I?S 42 64 90
All-purpose (excluding
intercity travel)
SOth percentile 7,800 40 62 83
7SCh percentile 10,600 61 90 >100
90Oh percentile 12,700 >100 >100 >100
All-purpose (including
Ant, teAry travel)
SOth percentile 9,000 43 72 >100
7Sthpercentile 13,700 58 >100 >100
90th percentile 20,500 84 >100 >100
*Percentiles are for vehicle males
!
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1.8 MISlIION P|CflCATION8
H_ Daily Travel -
Daily travel requirements _re summarized in Tables 6-1 and
6-2.
M2 Payload (in terms of cargo and passengers) -
No attempt was made to assign passenger and cargo loads to
specific type trips because such information was not needed
to proceed with the design of the hybrid 5-passenger, mid-
size passenger car.
M3 Trip Lengths, Trip Frequency, and Trlp Purpose -
Trip purposes were subdivided only as needed to obtain de-
sign constraints for the hybrid vehicle. In this regard,
only to/from work travel, local random personal travel,
all-purpose travel, and intercity travel were considered
separately. Wc,rk travel and Interclty travel were not ¢on-
sidered random travel and hence were not included in the
random trip cal_ulations. Trip frequency (trips per day)
and trip length were calculated as indicated in Section 4.3.
Results are summarized in Table 4-18.
M4 Driving Cycles -
• It was concluded that all travel could be described in
teems of the EPA urban (FUDC) and highway (FHDC) cycles.
Travel in congested city areas 18 better simulated by the
"stabilized" portion (Figure 4-28) of the EPA urban cycle
than the J227a(B) cycle. The EPA highway cycle applies
only to interclty travel. The "transient" portion of the
EPA urban cycle applies to relatively uncongested express-
way travel (Figure 4-27). An important factor as far as
driving cycles are concerned is the assumed split between
the mileage on the FUDC AND FHDC cycles. The customary
split of 55/45 is the national average, but does not apply
to those living in urban areas, especially in the North-
east. A more appropriate split would seem to be 70/30
(Table 4-4) for those living in the near metropolitan areas.
The assumed spllt between urban and highway mileage i8 an
important input for the economic calculatlon8.
MS Annual Vehicle Miles Traveled Per Vehicle -
Thl8 is an important factor in determining mission specifi-
cations and vehicle range requirements. Unfortunately, very
little data is available in this area. Annual vehicle-miles-
traveled distributions (that is fraction of vehicles travel-
ing a specified mileage or less - see Figure 4-1) are required
to interpret and apply the random trip computer results to
the various mission sets. It was necessary to make a "best
Judgement" estimate of the annual miles traveled distributions
for personal and all-purpose travel. Estimates were made for
e
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inside 8HqAs and outside SMSAs for both types of travel.
Data/information on intercLty travel is also needed, but
such is not critical in determLninq the r.quired "electric"
range of the hybrid vehicle. Additional data on annual
vehicle miles traveled per vehicle w111 be sought d_rLnq
the other tasks of the program.
M6 Potential Number of Vehicles in Use as a Percentaqe of Tnta]
Vehicle Fleet -
It is not possible as yet to ustimate the function of mid-
size vehicle sales in 1985 which could be hybrid/electric.
If possible, this will be attempted in a later task after
the economics of hybrid vehicle use has been assessed. It
is estimated that in 1985 about 24% of the vehicles Ln the
passenger car fleet will be mid-size vehicles.
M7 Reference Conventional ICE Vehicle -
The Reference ICE Vehicle selected for comparison with the
mid-size hybrid vehicle Ls the Chevrolet Malibu with a V-6,
231 CZD engine and a three-speed automatic transmission.
This vehicle is a popular (high sales volume) S-passenger
car meeting the performance requirements determined for the
hybrid electric design. A brochure describing the Chevy
Malibu is included in the Appendix.
M8 Estimated Annual Fuel Consumption of the Reference ICE Vehicle -
It was estimated that in 1985 mid-size passenger cars will
use about 27% of the gasoline consumed for personal trans-
portation (Table 3-9). This estimate will be refined as
part of later tasks of the program.
MZSSION RELATED VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS
V1 Capacity (Passengers and Cargo) -
5 passengers
17.7 ft J or 200 lb of cargo
V2 Range, Speed, Acceleration, and Gradability -
(a)
Range, primarily on stored electrical energy utilized through
the electric drive system is a key design parameter for the hybrid/
electric vehicle. The range requirement depends on a numbe_ of
factors including the mission set, travel distance to/from work,
and annual vehicle miles in random personal travel. The latter mile-
age varies considerably from owner to owner (Figure 4-1). The via-
bility of the hybrid/eldctric vehicle for a particular car owner
depends to a large extent on whether the "electric" range provided
permits him to operate the vehicle most days and for a significant
fraction of his total urban miles on stored electricity rather than
gasoline. If that is not the case, the owner would not realize the
cost advantage of electrical energy. Range requirement results from
6-8
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the mission and trip analysis studies (see Section 4 for the de-
tailed approach) are given in Figures 4-11 through 4-23 for various
percentiles of car users. From the range studies it was concluded
that between 35 and 40 m41es were required so that at least set of
the m£d-s_ze car users cuuld operate on stored electrical energy
for between 50 and 75t of their annual vehicle miles in urban driv-
ing. The results given in Figures 4-11 through 4-23 will be uti-
lized on a continuing basis in the design trade-off studies (Task 2)
to further refine the "electric" range of the hybrid vehicle.
(b) Speed
There-'_'_ittle uncertainty regarding speed requirements as
they are set by the 55-mph spe_d limit and the desire of most car
owners to travel slightly _ excess of th_ speed limit when traffic
conditions permit _ to attain speeds well in ex,ess of the speed
limit for passing. Therefore, a cruise s_eed of 60 to 65 mph and
a maximum passing speed of 65 to 70 mph will be specified. These
speeds will make the hybrid/electric vehicle competitive with the
conventional ICE vehicles.
(c) Acceleration and Gradabilit¥
Perfo{mance of a passenger car is often stated in terms of its
0-60 mph acceleration _ime. Acceleration performance is _mportant
to the car owner both for safety reasons and for the "good feeling"
he gets from driving a respormive vehicle. The analysis discussed
in Section 3 indicates that safe operation of the vehicle ¢n 2-lane
suburban and rural roads and on some limited-access expressways r_-
quires a power-to-weight ratio (HP/lb) consistent with a 0-60 mph
acceleration time oE 15-16 seconds. The associated gradability
would depend somewhat on the vehicle gearing and shift logic, but
should permit maintenance of 55 mph on grades up to 5t, and 40 mph
on grades up to 81. R maximum gradability of 25_ will be used as a
design target.
V3 Cost Constraints
Cost constraints are not set by the mission analysis, but cer-
tainly will greatly influence the marketability of a hybrid mid-
size vehicle. The purchase price o£ mid-size cars (high sales vol-
ume, popular models) in 1978 ranged from $4500 to $6000 depending
on installed equipment (e.g., air conditioning, radio, etc.). The
price of a well equipped Malibu was about $5700 in 1978. Data for
1978 (Automotive News, Market Book Issue) indicates an operating
cost of about 19.5¢/mi for a mid-size passenger car. Every attempt
will be made to design the hybrid/electric mid-size car so that it
is cost-competitive with the Reference ICE Vehicle in temns of both
initial and operating costs. These considerations will be central
to the work in Tasks 2 and 3.
V4 Ambient Conditior,s, Availability and _qmenities
The hybrid/electric vehicle will be designed to be equivalent
in all respects as far as these factors are concerned. These fac-
tors were not felt to be effected significantly by mission set,
thus, they were not considered in Task 1. They will be considered
_n Tasks 2 and 3.
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6.4 ICE REFERENCE VEHICLE AND ITS CHARACTERISTICS
A S-passenger mid-size car, the Chevrolet Malibu, has been
selected as the ICE reference vehicle for comparison with th_ hy-
brid vehicle designs to be developed in Tasks 2 and 3. The char-
acteristics of the Reference Vehicle in 1978, and those projected
for a mid-size car in 1985, are summarized in Table 6-3. The ac-
celeration performance indicated for the reference vehicle is con-
sistent with that require_ of the hybrid vehicle designs. The
1978 fuel economies aru those measured by EPA and corrected to
account for ac.ual on-the-road experience. The 1985 fue] econo-
mic.___! reflect improvements due to reduced curb welght for_mid-s_ze
cars, lower aerodynamic drag, wider range, and more efficient
automatic transmissions, etc. It has been assumed that the fuel
economy improvement indicated can be achieved along with meetin_
the 1985 emission standards of 0.4 gram/mile HC, 3.4 gram/mile
CO, and 1.0 gram/mile NO x.
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Table 6-3
SUMMARY OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
ICE REFERENCE VEHICLE IN 1978 AND 1985
1978 1985 (estimate)
Chevrolet Malibu, GM Mid-Size
Mode_ 4-door, 5-passenger
Engine (gasoline) V-6, 231 ClD, 105HP L4 or V-6,
85HP
Transmission 3-speed, automatic 4-speed, automatic
with lock-up
Curb Weight kg (Ib) 1451.5 (3200) 1179.4 (2600)
Length, cm (in.) 490.2 (193) 469.9 (185)
Width, cm (in.) 182.9 (72) 185.4 (73)
Height, cm (in.) 137.2 (54) 137.2 (54)
Fuel Economy, km/1 (mpg)
urban-corrected 7.226 (17) 9.648 (22.7)
-uncorrected 8.075 (19) 11.900 (28)
highway-corrected 9.648 (22.7) 13.898 (32.7)
-uncorrected 11.900 (28) 17.850 (42)
Emissions gram/km
(gram/mile)
:|C 0.932 (1.5) 0.249 (0.4)
CO 9.92 (15.0) 2.113 (3.4)
NOx 1.24 (2.0) 0.622 (I.0)
Performance (seconds)
0-48.3 km/hr (0-30 mph) 6 6
0-96.5 km/hr (0-60 mph) 16 16
72.4-104.6 km/hr (45-65 mph) Ii ii
Range on 56.8 liters (15 gallons)
urban, km (miles) 410.3 (255) 547.1 (340)
highway, km (miles) 547.1 (340) 788.4 (490)
i
i
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Section 7
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1 CONCLUSIONS
7.1.1 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS
The following general conclusions were formulated based on the
work done on mission analysis:
(1) The statistical character of automobile use is important
in determining the "electric" range of the hybrid/electric car and
the fraction of potential car buyers whose transportation needs
would adequately be met by a specific hybrid/electric car design.
(2) Statistical data on annual mileage including the relation-
ships between annual mileage and trip length frequency along with
fraction of vehicle miles in trips of specified length are impor-
tant in calculating auto use statistics, but the available key in-
put data is very limited.
(3) Tht auto use patterns in terms of daily _.ravel and annual
mileage are significantly different inside and outside of SMSAs,
and these di:_ferences can significantly effect the selection of
design range for hybrid/electric cars.
(4) The fraction of vehicle miles rather than the fraction of
days on which the car can be operated primarily on th_ battery is
the critical factor in selecting "electric" range.
(5) The EPA urban and highway cycles can be used to describe
vehicle use, and the "stabilized" portion of the EPA urban cycle
is a better representation of central city driving than the SAE
J227a (B) cycle.
(6) The urban/highway mileage split of 70/30* is more realis-
tic for metropolitan areas in which hybrid/electric vehicles will
be most attractive than the more customary 55/45 split.
7. I. 2 SPECIFIC CONCLUSIONS
(1) The Chevrolet Malibu with a V-6, 231 CID engine, a 5-
passenger mid-size car made by General Motors, was selected as the
ICE reference vehicle.
*An trban/highway mileage split of 65/35 was used as nominal in
the Design Trade-off and Sensitivities Studies (see Appendices
B and D).
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(2) An "electric" range of 35 to 40 miles for the hybrid/elec-
tric vehicle is needed so that at least 50% of the potential mid-
size car buyers would drive at least 75% of annual urban vehicle
miles using the electric drive as their primary propulsion means.
(3) A 0-96.5 km/h (0-60 mph) acceleration time of 16 seconds
was selected for the acceleration performance specification. The
critical factor in this selection was safe, high-speed passing on
two-lane roads. This level of performance resulted in more than
adequate gradability, freeway _rging capability, and top speed.
SENEBAL0 |LICTBIC
7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONTINUING MISSION ANALYSI8 ACTIVITIES
Continuing activity on _ssion analysis is required as it re-
lates to the design of the hybrid/electric vehicle, its potential
_. sales, and t_us its gasoline saving potential. Areas needing addi-
tional work were cited in previous sections of this report. Those
_ areas are summarized below:
i (1) A sensitivity analysis should be made of the calculated
travel characteristics to statistical trip frequency/length and
annual mileage data which were u ed as input to the Monte Carlo
i travel simulation program•
r
i-
(2) The impact of statistical travel characteristics on hybrid/
electric sales potential and energy usage should be examined.
(3) A study should be made on the detail needed in describ-
ing the driving cycle mixes (EPA urban, both transient and stabi-
lized; and highway cycle) to calculate properly the operating costs
and energy usage for the various mission sets.
(4) Further detailed evaluations should be made with regards
to high-speed passing on a 2-lane road as the critical factor in
setting power requirements using specific power train configurations.
(5) Interpretation of the GPSIM computer results for the ICE
reference vehicle (Chevrolet Malibu with V-6, 231 CID engine) will
be needed after the computer results have been received from Gen-
eral Motors.
O0000002-TSB05
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APPENUIX
Note: The Chevrolet Mallbu Brochure number 3804,
dated July 1978, was included only in those copies
of this report which were delivered to the
Government.
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APPENDIX
CHEVROLET MALIBU TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Model 5-passenger, 4-door sedan
Engine (gasoline) V-6, 231 CID, 105 HP
Transmission 3 speed, automatic
Curb Weight, kg (ib) 1451.5 (3200)
Exterior Dimensions, cm (in.)
Length 490.2 (193)
Width 182.9 (72)
Height 137.2 (54)
Fuel Economy 1978, km/liter (mpg)
EPA-Urban 8.08 (19)
-Highway 11.90 (28)
EPA Corrected
-Urban 7.22 (17)
-Highway 9.65 (22.7)
Emissions, g/km (g/mi)
HC 0.93 (1.5)
CO 9.32 (15.0)
NO x 1.24 (2.0)
Acceleration, seconds
0-48.27 km/h 6
(0-30 mph)
0-96.54 km/h 16
(0-60 mph)
72.40-104.58 km/h Ii
(45-65 mph)
Range, 56.78 liters (15 gallons)
Urban, km (miles) 410.3 (255)
Highway, km (miles) 547.1 (340)
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According to the basic plan outlined in the original proposal,
the interior dimenmion8 am relating to the occupant seating package
would be utilized An the hybrid vehicle. Listed below are the An-
terior dimensions of the reference ICE vehicle (1979 Malibu 4-door
sedan) which will be used in the preliminary packaging exercises.
trent Compartment Degrees Xnches Millimeters
W20 Centerline Occupant to Centerline Car Z4.48 368
H61 Effective Headroom 38.70 983
L64 Maximum Effective Leg Room 42.75 1086
H30 H Point to Heel Hard (chair height) 8.9? 228
L40 Back Angle 26.5
L42 HAp Angle 99.S
L44 Knee Angle 131.0
L46 Foot Angle 87.0
L53 H Point to Heel Point 35.07 891
LIT H Point Travel 6.73 171
H58 H Point Rise .98 25
W3 Shoulder Room 57.32 1456
W5 Hip Room 52.20 1326
Wl6 Seat Width 49.49 1257
Rear Compartment
LS0 H Point Couple 32.56 827
W25 Centerllne Occupant to Centerllne Car 13.27 337
H63 Effective Head Room 37.68 957
L51 Maximum Effective Leg Room 38.00 965
H31 H Point to Heel Point (chair height) 11.73 298
L41 Back Angle 27
L43 Hip Angle 92
L45 Knee Angle 102
L47 Fnot Angle I18.5
W4 Shoulder Room 57.08 1450
WS Hip Room 55.59 1412
Control Location
HI8 Steering Wheel Angle 19.5
L7 Steering Wheel Torso Clearance 13.38 340
LI3 Brake Pedal Knee Clear 24.42 595
L52 Brake Pedal to Accelerator 4.48 114
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